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Abstract

Beginning with the position that Aeschylus expresses i n Agamemnon

a conflict

between the character of Agamemnon and his wife Clytaemestra, it is discussed what form
that conflict takes, how it is depicted, and how it is understood by its intended audience.
Next the function of the idea of character, and of individual characters, in that conflict and
in the presentation of that conflict is examined. Finally the definitions formulated in these
sections are used to examine the interdependence of the two ideas of conflict and character
in the cases of the two main characters in that conflict, Agamemnon and Clytaemestra.
It is found that the conflict is schematised as a cyclical sequence of acts of vengeance,
rather than an intellectually articulated opposition of viewpoints as might be expected. It is,
however, treated as such an opposition for dramatic convenience, and this is achieved by a
two-party system of allegiances in which Agamemnon and Clytaemestra are involved. It is
then found that characters maintain individualised identities as flesh-and-blood personae
while participating in this conflict, by the coincidence ('overdetermination') of the two sets
of motivations implied by this dichotomy. It is then found that the intellectual functions
and emotive realism of Clytaemestra and Agamemnon respectively justify and condemn the
character Clytaemestra within the context of the conflict, and respectively condemn and
justify Agamemnon. It is concluded that the style of the play is intentionally ambiguous
and that events in the play serve multiple functions so as to create an impressionistic
structure through which the audience perceives the above aspects of the play.
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This is a study in intelligibility. It examines the interdependence of the intellectual and
the emotive, the abstract and the specific, the dramatic function and the dramatic persona,
by considering in detail the interdependence of conflict and character. To a large extent
Aeschylus' play Agamemnon is simply an example for this type of study. Of course, it is
a very good example, and for a wide variety of reasons.

Its wealth of ambiguous

meanings and lack of clear distinctions, its multivalence at all levels (both semantic and
symbolic, microscopic and macroscopic), is one such reason. The perennial disagreements
over certain aspects of Agamemnon's character and motivations are another; and, not least,
it is a very involving and intelligently composed drama (my favourite play, as it happens).
The multivalence of Ag. is perhaps its most bewildering characteristic. There may be
protracted passages in which every word can have up to three or four meanings. A whole
choral stasimon may be telling the story of Paris, or it may be condemning Agamemnon's
impiety. Agamemnon himself might be a sympathetically portrayed victim or a violent
monster. An action may be necessary but also an atrocity, while an atrocity may be an act
of justice. Goldhill's recent studies of this play pay close attention to the uncertainty of its
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language, but it is not just language that is unreliable.
This naturally presents a problem for anyone who attempts to analyse the factors that
contribute to bringing about the events we see onstage.

A dichotomy between the

intellectual and intuitive is one way of doing this, breaking the play up into conflict and
character: on the one hand, an opposition which defines the role of each character in a
particular way, and on the other, how the more personal side of each character affects the
nature of the conflict.
I have thus broken this study up into four sections. The first two, on the subject of
conflict and character respectively, examine those two aspects in isolation, and give a
detailed account of them. I have attempted in Chapter One to give as full as possible a
treatment of how the conflict in Ag. is defined and depicted; but i n the case of character in
Chapter T w o , I examine only what is necessary to understand how the idea of the persona
functions in the dialectical context described i n Chapter One.

(I do not examine

characterisation per se.) In the latter two sections I discuss in turn the two characters who
are in conflict with each other, Clytaemestra and Agamemnon, taking into consideration
how these characters qua characters, in terms of their personal motivations, are integrated
into the conflict. Section 4.2, on how Agamemnon's side of the conflict is condemned,
raises some particularly popular questions about how Agamemnon is to be perceived.
I should point out that I approach the play not with the intention of trying to come up
with a schema that explains the constructed world underlying the play; nowhere do I pay
any attention to internal consistency, unless it is in order to provide evidence to argue
another point. It is my feeling that one of the most important goals of classical literary
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criticism is to understand and explain the effect that a play had on its intended audience.
Even reference to the original intentions of the author is only relevant to this goal insofar as
it helps explain a point that is misunderstood by modern critics but would have been clear
to a contemporary live audience. The finer subtleties of proving or disproving internal
consistency have even less to do with the play's intelligibility to its audience.
In drama, impressions can be just as important as pure logic i n examining the
audience's understanding o f explanations behind events in the play.

Sometimes

impressions can be independent of, or even overturn, hard facts. For example, from a
purely logical point of view, the institution of the Areopagus court i n Eum. does not end
the cycle of vengeance that has been apparent throughout the trilogy; for even after Orestes
is acquitted the Furies continue to rage and threaten punishment.

Logically, it is Athene's

personal intervention, i n the form of what is effectively a bribe, that ends the Curse.
However, in terms of

impressions, Athene's intervention and the Areopagus court are not

clearly distinguished; each has the authority of the other.

In these terms it is the

establishment of legal recourse that puts an end to the seemingly insoluble feud.
This brings to our attention another important fact about Ag.\ it is only the first play of
a very coherent trilogy. The quotation at the beginning of this introduction singles out one
element that runs throughout the trilogy, that in the Oresteia, no act of justice is isolated
from the views of its opponents and the consequences that those divine opponents impose
on it. What is just in the eyes of one god, or character, merits vengeance in the eyes of
another.

"The Furies represent a real, objective law—blood w i l l have b l o o d . "

Ragles 1975 p. 23.

1

The

4

repetitive cycle of vengeances that this system inspires is resolved in Eum., but Ag. is
still filled with gloom, pessimism and uncertainty. Cho. is more intelligible, for the
cyclical nature of the vengeance is more obvious in its second repetition, but that
intelligibility renders it even darker. Fagles in his excellent reading of the Oresteia, "The
Serpent and the Eagle", believes that "Aeschylus is optimistic, but he would agree with
Hardy: 'if way to the Better there be, it exacts a full look at the Worst.'" Likewise,
2

Fagles agrees with the enigmatic statement of Ag.'s Chorus "that we must suffer, suffer
into truth."

3

The Furies and all the forces that side with them (most importantly

Clytaemestra) represent the Old; Apollo, Athene and Orestes represent the New. At one
level, then, the trilogy represents a progression from the Old to the New.
Ch.

6eoi v e w T e p o i ,
Ka9iTrTfdoao0e KC\K

iu

TTaXaioiJs-

v6\iovg

xepwv eiXeaGe [iov (Eum. 1191. and 809f.).

In Ag., we still have as yet to see what vengeance leads to before we understand the
advance, from the Old to the New, from vengeance to conciliation.
One final point. Throughout this study I use the term Tragedy with a capitalised 'T' to
refer specifically to the genre of Greek Tragedy, and to particular Tragedies in that genre. I
wish to avoid the more popular senses of 'tragedy' and 'tragic' because there is no single
generalised definition of what is 'tragic'. It is easy to fall into traps: when Heath writes,
"When I write 'tragedy' from here on, I will mean Greek tragedy.... I am sceptical of
broader generic categories...", even so he observes five pages later "that the repertoire of
the Homeric bards [such as Demodokos in the Odyssey] is tragic in tendency" (my
emphasis), where it is clear from the context that he is not referring to the genre of Tragedy
Fagles 1975 p. 16.

2

Fagles 1975 pp. 24f., a translation of Ag. 177.

3

5
but means simply 'serious, and provoking sympathetic s o r r o w ' .

4

The problem is only

complicated by Aristotle (to whom Heath refers, p. 50), who asserts that those Tragedies
w h i c h have an unhappy ending (els' SvoTvxiav

TeXeuTtocuv)

are the most 'tragic'

(TpayiKWTarai ai TOiauTai fyaivovrai), and that on this account Euripides is the 'most
tragic' poet.

5

This implies that Aristotle himself has some general idea o f what is

'tragic'; but precisely what that might be in this context is not clear from his definition,
given earlier i n the Poetics, of the genre o f Tragedy (1449b23-27).

It seems safest,

therefore, to use another adjective and avoid 'tragic' altogether, and refer only to the genre
of Tragedy.

Heath 1987 p.l n. and p. 6.
Ar. Poetics 1453a23-9.

4
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1. Conflict

Conflict is an element essential to the full impact of Aeschylus' Agamemnon.

The

pathos of Agamemnon's death is a result of the conflict; the horror of Clytaemestra's
murderous subversion and masculine strength is seen in the conflict; her deception is a tool
that is used in the conflict; the pathos of Iphigeneia's sacrifice is a cause of the conflict;
and the risibly weak Aegisthus is weak precisely because he takes no active role in the
conflict.
My treatment of the relationship between character and conflict in Ag. involves an
interpretation of Agamemnon and Clytaemestra as embodying the two dialectically opposed
poles of the conflict. To discuss the relationship between person and role, it is necessary
first to settle on a clear interpretation of just how the conflict is formulated. Unfortunately,
it is not so simple as a dynamic opposition of viewpoints that ends up with one viewpoint
dominating by main force.

1.1. 'Conflict of viewpoints' vs. 'enactment of vengeance'

Even in the first paragraph above, where I described the relation of conflict to various
types of emotive impact, there may be observed a dichotomy between the intellectual and
the emotive: between an understanding of the intellectual basis for the conflict, its pros and
cons, on one hand, and on the other hand a more emotional appreciation of the drama

7

which portrays the conflict. This emotional, intuitive impact consists of the audience's
empathy and horror and disgust, in response to the drama; their <$>6fiog and e\eos\ the two
(specifically emotional) responses on which Aristotle concentrates in his treatment of the
poetics of Tragedy. It is indeed possible to give a purely intellectual account of the
1

conflict between Agamemnon and Clytaemestra; this is what I mean when I speak of a
dynamic or dialectical opposition of viewpoints. Underlying the audience's emotional
appreciation of the drama there is an intellectual opposition, and this opposition is
ostensibly based on the issue of the justice of Agamemnon's sacrifice of his daughter
Iphigeneia ten years before the play begins.
By sacrificing Iphigeneia, Agamemnon implied a certain set of ethical priorities which
required that act (I do not discuss until Chapter Four whether he adopted these priorities
voluntarily). These priorities insist that the avenging of Paris' violation of the laws of
guest-friendship, demanded as that vengeance is by Zeus, takes precedence over
2

Agamemnon's need to guard and preserve his family; and thus Iphigeneia dies, in order
that vengeance may be fulfilled. Clytaemestra, by killing Agamemnon, implies an
alternative set of priorities, by which Agamemnon's action is condemned; according to
these priorities, it is the family that takes precedence, and late in the play she expressly
discusses how her action proceeded out of Agamemnon's filiacide (1395-1559).

3

^ r . Poetics 1449b26, etc. Aristotle appears to have been influenced by Gorgias' Encomium of
Helen, where he defines the reactions of an audience to poetry in general as

<J>PIKTI

Trepicpo|3os'

KOI

e\eo?

TroXu6a.Kpu9 KCU Trd8o<r <piXoTrev9T)g', as Taplin 1978 p. 168 notes.
Agamemnon and Menelaus are the Si8pdvou Aid0€v. . . (euyo? (43f.); rf Tig 'ATTOXXWV fj

2

flav f) Zeus (55f.) sends the spirit of vengeance, the 'Epivwv (59); and above all, OWTW 8' 'ATpews

1

iraiSas" 6 Kpeioowv CTT 'AXc^avSpcji ve.\i,va ££vios Zeus (60-2, my emphasis). The three strophai
devoted to Zeus later in the parodos (160-83) reinforce the audience's conception of Zeus as the motivator of
these events.
Throughout this passage she presents her rationale for the murder, while the Chorus attacks her and,

3

8

This is, of course, not the whole story of the play; nor is this a full account of the
conflict, which is also associated with the Curse of Thyestes (another conflict, between
Atreus and Thyestes). Certainly there is more behind the conflict than just the death of
Iphigeneia. But even considering the conflict purely in terms of Iphigeneia's death, it is not
so simple as the dialectical opposition of priorities outlined above: an argument between
the (perfectly valid) priority of upholding the laws of guest-friendship on the one hand, and
the alternative (but also perfectly valid) need for the security of the family on the other.
Nowhere in the play are these two opposing viewpoints formulated i n such a way that
Agamemnon and Clytaemestra (or anyone else) could argue about which of these two
values should take priority over the other.

There is a brief depiction (205-17) o f

Agamemnon's internal debate before actually committing the act, fktpeia uev KT)p TO UT)
m9eo8ai, fiapela $ el TOCVO V Sai£oj..., but these thirteen lines are the closest we get to a
weighing up o f alternative values. In Clytaemestra's argument with the Chorus after
Agamemnon is dead, one might expect some semblance of an agon;

but, though she

presents a coherent argument in an attempt to justify her action, the opposing viewpoint
goes unheard. Instead of defending Agamemnon, the Chorus simply attacks Clytaemestra
as a husband-killer, and offers no answer to her explanation.
The basic problem is that the conflict is not static. It is a diachronic sequence, of action
and consequent counter-action. The conflict between Agamemnon and Clytaemestra is not
focussed on one specific issue, neither on the issue of whether Agamemnon was justified
towards the end of the passage, itself becomes somewhat uncertain as to who is in the right (1530-2,
1560^1; see section 3.2). On Iphigeneia in this passage see particularly 1395-9, 1413-21, 1432, 1521-9,
1535f., 1555-9.

9

in killing his daughter, nor on whether Clytaemestra is justified in killing her husband.
Once Iphigeneia is dead, the issue of whether Agamemnon should have killed her is
largely an academic question; the simple fact is that Clytaemestra sees a necessity for
vengeance.

This is why Agamemnon's viewpoint goes unmentioned in the face of

Clytaemestra's argument at 1395-1559. For while Clytaemestra is indeed attacking him in
these lines, she does so primarily in order to defend her own action, in the face of the
Chorus' attack on her. The focus has shifted from the defensibility of Agamemnon's
action to that of Clytaemestra's. Technically, the conflict which results in Agamemnon's
death does not primarily consist of a dialectical opposition over a single arguable issue, so
much as of a partisan hostility based on the need for vengeance: an emotional opposition,
not an intellectual one.
Although Agamemnon and Clytaemestra certainly do disagree, and it is necessary to
extrapolate the dialectical opposition I have described in order to apprehend the basis of
their hostility, nevertheless the reason that Clytaemestra kills Agamemnon is not because
she believes that he was unjustified in killing their daughter, but rather simply because he
did kill her.

TrctSciv

TOV ep^avTa,

the Chorus admits after she has concluded her attack

on Agamemnon; Oeouiov y d p (1564).

The hostility between Agamemnon and

Clytaemestra is primarily a matter of vengeance, not of disagreement.

1.2. T h e emotive vs. the intellectual

This formulation of the conflict, as a matter of vengeance and non-rational hostility, is

10

consistent with Malcolm Heath's recent attempt to reassert the emotional importance of
spectating Tragedy, as opposed to the interpretation of Tragedy in terms of intellectual
significance.

4

However, Heath strongly attacks the notion of interpreting Tragedy in

any sort of intellectual light. He argues that an intellectualised understanding of Tragedy is
always an inappropriate subject for consideration; its emotive (and, presumably, spiritual)
impact is the only criterion for appreciation.

5

.. .serious issues are [not] coherently formulated or purposefully explored in the
[any] play: the dramatist need do no more than is necessary to make his
audience aware of their proximity; and certainly, he need have no interest in the
issues as such, beyond their contribution to the emotive force of his play.
6

This is a view which can easily be applied to Ag. I have already described the conflict
in the play as primarily

expressing a partisan hostility rather than an intellectual

disagreement (though over the issue of Iphigeneia's death it is clear that Agamemnon and
Clytaemestra do disagree). The only passage in which an intellectual weighing-up of
alternatives becomes relevant, Agamemnon's deliberation at 205-17, is surely intended
primarily to provoke an emotional response in the audience at the pathos of Agamemnon's
horrific dilemma; for even there Agamemnon does not enter into any detailed ethical
discussion. It is the fact that he is faced with a dilemma that is emphasised, as is shown by
206-8 (quoted above), 211 ti

Ttovo" avev

KOKCOV;

, and by his resignedly washing his

hands of the matter in 217 ev yap eir\.
Heath's approach has the problem that it uses a narrow definition of what constitutes
'intellectualisation', but applies it broadly. He rejects the idea

dTragedies contain any

"profound or original insight into international politics, ethics and theology", or any
4

Heath 1987 passim.

5

6

See especially Heath 1987 pp. 8ff., 1 Iff., 37ff., 7Iff.

Heath 1987 p. 72.

11

exploration of ideas.

7

But when he makes his distinctions between types of

intellectualisation later in the book, it is revealed that the idea that he is rejecting is
specifically that a playwright might intend some meaning in the play to have an external
application or purposed he acknowledges that a Tragedy may have intellectual content
in that it presupposes some awareness in the spectator of the play's discourse, the cognition
of certain moral, theological and metaphysical propositions. (One is tempted to add,
9

some knowledge of the language which the actors speak would perhaps also be useful.) In
other words, he rejects any intellectual activity beyond the confines of the activity of
watching the play, while accepting the possibility of intellectual comprehension internal to
watching it. This categorisation is too simplistic; there is more to be said on the subject of
intellectualisation internal to the play. The intellectual activity that Heath accepts as valid is
not the content of the play, but the audience's presupposed familiarity with the play's
discourse. Within the play itself he leaves unexplored the possibility of the intellectual
interplay of ideas and viewpoints, an intellectual basis for the praxis, and an intellectual
response to the cognition of these ideas.
None of the above categories of intellectualisation of a play are very clearly
•7

Heath 1987 p. 37f., speaking of Aes. Persians.
8

Heath 1987 pp. 72, 77, 88.

Heath 1987 pp. 40f. totally rejects the fifth-century evidence of

Aristophanes Frogs (971-9 xotawTa uevrouyw <t>pov€iv / rovroimv

[the audience] elor\yr\ad\i,r\v,

etc.) for the suggestion that a Tragedy could be intended to get its audience to think about things
differently, by approaching a subject in a novel way (as Euripides, the speaker of the above lines, does
frequently). Although this evidence comes from a Comedy, its validity is supported by the fact that it is
used as the object of a parody in the following lines spoken by Dionysus, 980-91. This parody can hardly
be funny if it is not based on a credible (if not literally true) proposition. A joke can be dismissed as
evidence only if "it is a joke rooted in an interpretative practice which we know to have been unsound"
(Heath 1987 p. 64), which is certainly not the case here: Aristophanes in this passage is exploiting
interpretative practices which a good Tragic playwright would have expected from his audiences.
9

Heath 1987 pp. 71, 88.
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distinguished, in practice; more importantly, intellectual responses are not always clearly
distinguishable from emotional responses, as one tends to lead to the other. It is not a
matter of

either intellectualisation or an emotional response, in spite of Heath's argument

"that we should not try to reconcile the t w o . "
coordinate with an emotional response;

10

In many cases intellectualisation is

the discomfort that must surely have been

provoked by some of the more subversive passages in Euripides' plays is provoked
because they

intellectually subvert social norms, such as in the agon of Alcestis when

Admetus treats his father as an enemy, cursing h i m because of his refusal to die in
Admetus' place.

11

Taplin had already answered Heath's outright dismissal of the

intellectual element of Tragedy, and I cannot do better than to quote him:
They [some modern critics] think that i f tragedy is essentially an emotional
experience, it must be

solely that; and they think this because they assume that

strong emotion is necessarily in opposition to thought, that the psychic activities
are mutually exclusive. But is this right? Understanding, reason, learning,
moral discrimination—these things are not, in my experience, incompatible with
emotion...: what is incompatible is cold insensibility.

12

This is so not just i n Euripides, but even i n Aeschylus, even i n Ag.\

i n short, an

emotional response to the horror of Clytaemestra's vengeance is not just compatible with an
intellectual cognition of the hostility between them and the reasons for that hostility;
indeed, such an intellectual response is essential to appreciating (for example) the

kommos

after Agamemnon's death between Clytaemestra and the Chorus, which focuses on the
intellectual basis for her action. The Chorus' emotional horror at 1530-2 and 1560-4 is
because of their intellectual comprehension of Clytaemestra's argument; the pathos of
,0

Heath 1987 p. 71.

1 1

12

Eur. Ale. 629-738.

Taplin 1978 p. 169.
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Agamemnon's dilemma at 205-17 is painful precisely because he does not know which is
the better argument, which course of action has the best ethical justification. Treating the
Oresteia's conflict as an ongoing, sequential one is not incompatible with intellectualising
the basis for that conflict, and the arguments underlying this particular episode of the
conflict.

1.3.

Conflict and continuity: a'party system'

While intellectualisation of the play's conflict has a possible (I would say a necessary)
role in the interpretation of Ag., this is far from saying that an intellectual dilemma is the
focus of the play, as some have occasionally taken to be the case in certain other Tragedies,
particularly Antigone. The praxis of this play remains an act of vengeance: an act which,
while having an intellectual rationale behind it, is most remarkable for its horror.
As I have argued above (1.1), the conflict in Ag. and the Oresteia is not founded in a
simple dialectical opposition. However, for dramatic purposes it is often treated as if it
were.

Polarising the opposing parties in the conflict, in this case Agamemnon and

Clytaemestra, as if they were thesis and antithesis, is an effective means of depicting their
hostility, by emphasising and clarifying the conflict that is there. Polarising characters to
one side of the conflict or the other also underlines a supposed dialectical opposition which
gives extra definition to our perception of the opposition.
The cyclical nature of the conflict actually furnishes the means for polarising the
characters. Because in each cycle of the vengeance a new character replaces one that died

14

in the last cycle—Clytaemestra takes the place of Iphigeneia, Orestes takes the place of
Agamemnon—one may say that each of these characters takes his or her place as belonging
to a 'party', and that the opposing forces, or 'parties', act on each other through a sequence
of representatives. Each participant in the conflict thus belongs to one 'party' or the other,
acts, and then becomes passive as the other 'party' responds. One of these 'parties'
consists of Zeus, followed by Agamemnon, Orestes and Electra, and finally Apollo and
Athene; the other consists of Artemis, followed by Iphigeneia, Clytaemestra (and
Aegisthus, who represents Thyestes), and the Furies. Zeus begins the action, sending the
expedition to Troy (this is narrated at the beginning of the Chorus' account, 55f., 62,
emphasising Zeus' inceptive role); Artemis responds, demanding the sacrifice of
Iphigeneia from Agamemnon; he responds, killing his daughter; Clytaemestra responds,
killing Agamemnon; Orestes responds, killing Aegisthus and Clytaemestra; the Furies
respond, hounding Orestes; and Apollo responds, purifying him and leading him to
Athens, where Athene secures his life and ends the feud.
The conflict at any given point in the trilogy is between these two 'parties'. Though the
focus of the conflict shifts from one representative to the next, there may still be held to be
a polar opposition, not between viewpoints, but between 'parties'. The alternation between
one 'party' acting and then the other emphasises the opposition between them.
This alternation is also what gives Athene's intervention in Eum. its significance. At
each cycle, the 'party' representative who has just acted expresses a hope that this will be
the end of the series of disasters. The Chorus narrates Iphigeneia's death (aChivov

15

di\ivov

eiTre), but hopes that all may end well (Ag. 129 and 159 TO 6' ev vncctTto), as

does Agamemnon (217 ev yap eii)). Clytaemestra admits her guilt but claims her action
was just, and hopes that with' her alliance to the Curse (1569 8ai\iovi TW UXeiaQeviSav,
meaning her marriage to Aegisthus) the troubles will end (1575f., ndv dTfdxpT) uoi
navias

ueXct0pcov /

dXXnXo^ovous d(J)eXouorj). Orestes assumes that Apollo's
-

assurance will signify the end of the conflict (Cho. 1029-32 TOV uuBop.av'uv Ao£iav
XprjoavT' k\wl / -upd^avra p\ev javr\. .Trapevn

oiiic epto rr\v i^ri^iav). The point is

that in each case, the other 'party' will always attempt a reprisal; it is not just a series of
disasters that is ended by Athene's conciliation with the Furies, but a series of reprisals,
one ' party • against the other; it is the conflict that Athene (and the institution of the
Areopagus legal system) ends.

1.4.

Polarising the conflict: emphasising contrast

The 'party system' outlined above is a useful tool for emphasising the conflict that takes
place in Ag., by opposing Agamemnon and Clytaemestra on the basis of the 'parties' to
which they belong. Because one 'party' is continually opposed to the other throughout the
trilogy, it is possible to use certain factors to contrast the two parties, in order to emphasise
their opposition. Below I select three particularly important factors: the first, gender, is the
most fundamental way by which the opposition between the 'parties' is depicted; the
second, Aeschylus' manipulation of focus, trains our attention on the active 'party' in Ag.,
Clytaemestra; and the third, Aegisthus, is virtually a personification of the 'party' hostility.

16

1.4.1. Gender

Gender opposition is a particularly useful tool for clarifying the conflict through
contrast, because it is such a fundamental characteristic of the opposing forces throughout
the trilogy. Artemis, Iphigeneia, Clytaemestra and the Furies are all female; Zeus,
Agamemnon, Orestes and Apollo are all male. The conflict of genders ultimately reaches
its climax in the trilogy when the female Athene paradoxically emphasises her masculine
qualities at Eum. 736-40:

TO

8' apoev aiv<3

navTa...

icdpTa

8' eiui

TOU

TraTpds.

There are exceptions to the gender division: Cassandra and the Chorus of Cho. are
female, and Aegisthus is male (biologically, at least); but the former two are hardly key
agonists in the system of reciprocal vengeance throughout the trilogy, and the third has an
entirely different role (on which see 1.4.3). One important study of gender in the Oresteia
is that of Winnington-Ingram 1948, though in many respects it has been superseded by
Goldhill 1984; but neither of these comments substantially on the use to which gender is
put, to emphasise the contrast between two dialectically opposed 'parties'.
Because Athenian society and, it is supposed, Aeschylus treated the masculine as the
norm, significant references to gender in the Oresteia tend to focus on the more marked
gender, the female. In Ag., they revolve around Clytaemestra, defining her by opposition
to Agamemnon's unmarked masculinity. In general, Clytaemestra tends to be referred to in
terms of masculine qualities. This paradox serves two functions: firstly, it reminds us that
she is in fact female, and reinforces our perception of what her role as a woman is

17

supposed to be, thus strengthening the partisan opposition between her and the male side
(Agamemnon);

secondly, to give her characteristics normally associated with un-

markedness, that is to say male characteristics, is to validate her position by identifying her
as a (masculinely) strong character, who is thus a fitting dialectical opponent for
Agamemnon.
I shall now proceed through the play, noting and commenting on passages in which the
playwright manipulates societal norms of gender.
§ 1 : lOf. Watchman.

ioSe yap Kprrrei

•ywaircos" dv6pd|3ou<\ov e \ m £ o v iceap.
In these ominous lines the masculinisation o f Clytaemestra is underlined by the
juxtaposition of yvvaiKog and dvSpd-. Fraenkel compares Cho. 626 yuvaircd(5ov\os,
where the compound refers (explicitly) to the treachery of w o m e n .

13

The attribution of a

masculine characteristic validates the authority (KpaTel) of her e \ m £ o v tceap, in anticipation
of the Chorus' doubt of her authority in the first and second episodes in the matter of the
reliability of the beacon. However, this validation has a two-edged significance: since the
audience, knowing in advance what sort of character Clytaemestra is (from such sources as
the Odyssey; see section 1.4.2), is predisposed to regard her as a villain, this attribution
of strength makes her seem all the more dangerous. W e respect her more, but we also fear
her more.

This being the case, € \ T U £ O V is most ominous as w e l l :

is it her innocent

'expectation' (of the fall of Troy and Agamemnon's return) or her far more dangerous
'hope' (that she w i l l succeed in murdering him)? The ambiguity is characteristic of the first
half of the play: as often, there is on the surface a mask of innocence, but behind the
13

Fraenkel 1950 ii p. 10 on 11.
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deception we can always perceive Clytaemestra plotting.
§2: 26. Watchman.

'Ayaueuvovos y w c u i a
1

The ominous use of this periphrasis to avoid her name (she is not named until 84; even this
m i l d anticipation increases tension) also has the effect that by identifying Clytaemestra
specifically by her role as the K i n g ' s wife (the role she should be fulfilling), her
subversiveness i f emphasised. Her ideal role is defined in terms of Agamemnon: she and
he should be complementary, but they are opponents.

There is a second ominous

ambiguity: by naming Agamemnon, there is an ironical implication of the man whose
'wife' she really is, namely Aegisthus.
§3: 61-3. Chorus. ...eif 'AXe^dvSpw

TTEUTTCI

£evios"

Zeus', TToXudvopos duxbz. ywaiicos"
-

TfoXXd TraXcuouaTa...
TToXudvopos on the surface refers to Helen, the cause of the expedition; but it can be taken
-

as implying Clytaemestra.

14

In this case, what is emphasised is the opposition between

Zeus and Clytaemestra: they are rjolarised to their respective 'parties' in the conflict. The
fact that Helen is not named ("nor w i l l she be until the chorus expressly deals with the
process of naming her (681-7)" ) facilitates this ambiguity. It is possible that a further
15

ambiguity is intended, and that ^evicts' is intended to remind us of Atreus' breaking of
£evia with Thyestes. This would constitute a further 'party' polarisation; but that would
be a very obscure ambiguity at this point in the narrative.
14

Cf.

Stesichorus fr. 223 Page: Aphrodite makes all Tyndareus' daughters Sjyduows- T€ nai

Tpiyctuous"...
15

KCLI

Xirreaavopag'.

Goldhill 1984 p. 14. Goldhill's further comment, "When she [Helen] places herself outside society

by her action of adultery, it is as if she loses her name in and for society..." reads too much into the
absence of a name; it is not conspicuous by its absence, it merely allows a certain ambiguity, in that any
unspecified 'she' may potentially be either Helen or Clytaemestra.
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§4: 83f. C h . av Se, Tuv&xpcw
Guya-rep, PaoiXeia KXuTaipvrjaTpa
Clytaemestra is again identified by the role she should be fulfilling, that o f Queen and wife
(again defined by her relationship to her counterpart, Agamemnon); even i n this address
her name is postponed to the end.
The arguments as to whether Clytaemestra is visible to the audience at this moment are
endless, and not especially relevant to a consideration o f the role of gender i n polarising
Agamemnon and Clytaemestra.

16

Whether she is visible or not, her gender is being used

to define her role.
§5: 114-21. C h . [the eagles] |3oaKop.evw Kayivav

kpiKV[iova

c^ep^cm

yevvav... (119)
In this strophe and the following antistrophe, the pregnant hare appears to signify Troy and
the Atreidai the eagles. This portent already lays a foundation for the female/male 'party'
conflict to be carried through the whole trilogy by suggesting several examples o f the
opposition: Artemis/Zeus, the hare/the eagles, Troy/the Atreidai, and, i n each of these
examples, vulnerable maiden/strong patriarchal figure.
§6: 150-5. C h . [uvii] GTrevSoueva Qvoiav eTepav avop.ov TIV" aSairov,
veiKidiv reicTOva oup-cfjuTov, oi) S e i
afjvopa-

-

nifJivei Y<*P <t>o|kpa TraXivopTos

-

o^.^covd|Jlos• 8oXia, p.vd(J.wv Mfivis' TercvoTfoivos".
16

Some posit her entrance here, at 83 (Denniston-Page 1957); others, not until the end of the

parodos, at 255 (Fraenkel 1950) or 258 (Lloyd-Jones 1970, Taplin 1977); an entrance with the Chorus at
40, or even one as late as 264, could probably be argued with equal plausibility to these others. The
arguments tend to revolve around this address, around 87 9uooK€i<; (arguing that her act of sacrificing must
be visible to the audience), and around the subject of 'Aeschylean silences', described disparagingly by
Euripides in Aristophanes Frogs 89-94, and discussed almost as disparagingly by Taplin 1972.

20

This extraordinary passage is packed with ambiguities, and very rich in the range of ideas it
evokes, some of which have already been discussed by Conacher. It may be read in a
17

variety of ways:
(a) "May

she [Artemis] not demand another sacrifice [in addition to the 'sacrifice' of

the hare—6uouevoioiv, 137]," as argued by Fraenkel, who cites Pauw for this
interpretation.

18

(b) It is unclear until 156 whether it is still Calchas that is speaking; at 156, TOidSe
KdXxa? suddenly resolves the meaning of the passage down to (a) above, but up to that
point the ambiguities steadily increase, reaching a climax of evocativeness in these lines. If
the audience supposes that it is now the Chorus that is speaking, then the lines are to be
interpreted as a prayer for the present moment: "May she [Artemis or Clytaemestra?] not
demand another sacrifice [in addition to the sacrifice of Iphigeneia]," referring to the future
death of Agamemnon, which is suggested by Seiofjvopa, and which is a VCIKOOV TOCTOVCI
in a way much more familiar to the audience than is Iphigeneia's death (since in previous
versions of the story the rationale behind Agamemnon's death appears to have been the
vengeance of Aegisthus, unrelated to Iphigeneia), in that it brings Orestes' matricide to
mind.
(c)

There is a third level of meaning: the words O:6CUTOV and TraXivopTos'

/

oik.ovdu.os*... TeKvoTroivos" strongly suggest the Curse itself, thus also suggesting that the

Qvoiav eTepav will be a reiteration, namely, a repetition of the dSaiTov feast of Thyestes:

"May

she [Clytaemestra] not demand another sacrifice [in addition to the 'sacrifice' of

17

Conacher 1987 pp. lOf.

18

Fraenkel 1950 ii p. 91 on 151.
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Thyestes' children]." Though this precise meaning would be inappropriate in the context,
the horrific, recurrent, and familial nature of the Curse is certainly evoked by the lines.
Almost every word in 150-5 can thus be read in a variety of ways, so as to be
consistent with each of the above three interpretations. For example: reKvoTroivos" can
19

mean (a) avenging the children of the hare, and thus of Troy, since the hare is a mantic
referent to Troy; (b) avenging Agamemnon's child, Iphigeneia; (c) avenged by a child
(Orestes).
In every one of these cases, there is a strong polarisation of gender to one side or the
other of the conflict, since under all these interpretations the ambiguous 'she' may refer to
any one of the female partisans: in (a) Artemis and the hare, in (b) either Clytaemestra or
Artemis and Iphigeneia, in (c) Clytaemestra (and the effeminate Aegisthus?). In all three
interpretations the implied opponent (from whom the e - r e p c t v Qvaiav will be demanded) is
the male Agamemnon.
§7: 259f. Ch. SIKT\ ydp kern apxiiyou
yuvaiK'

epriuuGevTOS"

Tieiv

apoevos

-

8pdvou- ...

Clytaemestra is again defined by her position as wife, and Agamemnon by his gender. The
term d p o e v o s is a carefully wn-loaded term to use: it implies nothing more or less than his
-

gender. Similarly Goldhill, commenting on 123If. 9tiXus" dpaevog fyovevs /

koriv,

states: "The use of the generic terms 'male' and 'female' indicates the generalised
opposition of the sexes" (see my note later in this section on 1231f., §21).
20

19

When Fraenkel 1950 ii p. 93 on 154f. argues that "the poet has no thought of such play with a

double meaning" he is referring specifically to a double meaning in the word Mr\vis, which is indeed best
taken as abstract, meaning "wrath" in general. The assertion of Denniston-Page 1957 p. 82 on 150, in
agreement with Lloyd-Jones (CQ n.s. 3 [1953] p. 96), that avouov means only "unaccompanied by the
flute" is too limiting in this pervasively ambiguous context.
20

Goldhill 1984 p. 86.

22

Fraenkel debates whether the Chorus has been summoned or come o f its own
volition.

21

For the purposes of defining and polarising the conflict, this point does not

make much difference either way; whichever is the case, it is clear that Clytaemestra holds
the rcpctros" (258) and that the Chorus, loyal as it is to the throne, honours that (258
oe(5iCwv).
§8:

277. CI. TTCUSOS" veas" cos KctpT' eu.wp.Tiow ((jpevas.
-

-

Clytaemestra denies 'childish' foolishness (later modified to 'womanly' foolishness; cf.
348,

1401).

22

Her character is thus strengthened:

given more authority as an authentic

representative of her 'party', and made more dangerous. Other than the similarity of 348
and 1401, there is no obvious connection with gender here, though it certainly adds
definition to Clytaemestra.
§9:

348-51. CI. roiaDTct

TOI

ywaiicds'

k[iov Khveis-

TO rj eu KpaTOir) u.T) Sixoppcnrtos' iSeiv
TTOXXUJV. yap eo0Xt5v rtiv ovr\oiv elXo'pvnv.

Ch.

yvvai, KCIT' avSpa owcjjpov' euctppovtos' Xeyeis- ...
-

Here Clytaemestra's masculine strength is emphasised. Denniston-Page describe 348 as
"ironical or indignant";

23

i f so, then it is the same irony that appears at 1661 (cf. on § 3 4

later):

cofj exci Xdyos" yvvaiKog, ii tig a&oi \xaQeiv.
Note, however, that Clytaemestra does not argue that her gender is irrelevant i n
determining her authority. She may be a villain, but in the characterisation given her by
91

He decides that it has been summoned: Fraenkel 1950 i i p. 147 on 258.
22

Lloyd-Jones 1970 i p. 36 notes the reminiscence of this line at 348.

Denniston-Page 1957 p. lOOon 351.

23

23

Aeschylus, (the patriarchy she acknowledges is the one her author lives in) she is not
ignorant or defiant of the social norm that she is expected—indeed, expects herself—to
fulfil; there is a definite concessive sense to ywaiKOS" in 348. She acknowledges that she
possesses authority (and thus the ability to participate in the conflict) in spite of the fact
that she is a woman.
§10: 401-17. Ch. [Paris] rjoxuve izeviav TpdiTe£av KXoTraioi yuvaiKos . — (401f.)
-

[Helen] \movaa (403) .. .dyovad r dvricbepvov 'IXiw
<b9opav (406) ...pepctKci piu(J>a (407) .j.aTXiiTa TXdoa (408)
[The prophets of Menelaus' house:]
"io) Xexos* Kai orifloi cbiXdvopes-" (411)
"euudp(J)wv 8e icoXoaauiv
€x8eTai xdpis avSpi [Menelaus] • ..." (416f.)
After 400, all personages in this passage are referred to not by their names but by their
gender roles. Referring to this aspect of them is considered sufficient to define the whole:
either male or female, one side or the other. Helen is never named in this stasimon (she is
not named in the play until 681-7); in 403-8 "the subject is.. .unnamed and inherent only in
the feminine form of the participles."

24

At 402 she is (the) yuvaiKos", a particularly

emphatic gender-reference, coming as it does at the end of an antistrophe. Paris is the
unnamed object of (JnXdvopes; Menelaus is simply dvSpi. The consequent ambiguity
-

suggests Clytaemestra in place of Helen (both are treacherous and (JuXdvopes*), and
Agamemnon in place of both Paris (divine wrath awaits both of them) and Menelaus (both
are cuckolded husbands, and brothers).

24

Goldhill 1984 p. 45.
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§11: 483-7. Ch. yuvaircos' aixi-ia
TTpo

TTpeiiei

rov ctpavevTos" xcipiv c^uvaivcoai-

Tri8av6s- cxyav 6 SfjXus- opo? eTiiveu.€Tai
Tax^Tropos-

dXXd Tax^M-opov

yuvaiKoyfjpuTov oWvrai

K\£OS.

The Chorus assumes on the basis of social norms that because Clytaemestra is female, her
authority is unreliable. This renewed distrust (a dramatic turnaround from 351, where her
masculinity gives her authority) may seem confusing; Lloyd-Jones observes the grim,
foreboding mood towards the end of the stasimon and gives psychological reasons for the
shift, internal to the Chorus' 'psychology':
Saddened by the realization of this fact [the change of mood], the Chorus
revokes its earlier acceptance of Clytemnestra's assurance.... Seeing that the
conventions of Greek tragedy.. .are wholly remote from modern naturalism, we
should not be unduly perplexed by this volte face. ...
2S

It is true that the poet does not intend us to search hard for a logical reason for the Chorus'
change of mind; it is evidently felt that reference to Clytaemestra's male authority and
female lack of authority (she has the potential for both, because of her av8pd|3ouXov Keap
on the one hand and her physical gender on the other) is enough to justify both views
expressed by the Chorus, both that before and that after the stasimon. Aeschylus' purpose
behind the Chorus' change of mind is to reinforce the uncertainty in the Chorus' perception
of Clytaemestra's authority, so that thefinalvindication of her interpretation of the beacon
by the Herald at 503ff. will be the more striking.

26

§12: 592. CI. T) Kcdpfd Ttpds* yuvaiKos' aipeoQai tceap.
Now that Clytaemestra's authority has been vindicated by the Herald's report, she taunts
25

Lloyd-Jones 1970 p. 42 on 475.

Clytaemestra's authority in interpreting the beacon-message is much discussed by Goldhill 1984.

26

25

the Chorus, describing how she was rebuked by it for her supposed credulity. This line is
reminiscent of 276f., though the element of 'mistrust of the female' did not appear
explicitly until 348ff. iceap is repeated from 11, where it was dvSpdflouXov; it seems that
gender can be closely associated with Kcap.
§13: 594-6. Cl. d|ioJS* 5" e9uov, icai yuvanceiw vduu
oXoXtiyudv aXXo? dXXo9ev icaTa TTTOXIV
eXaoKov eixbriuovvTes . . .
-

"This widens the opposition to men v. women in the city, not merely Clytemnestra and the
chorus."

27

The masculine forms dXXos, ev^>r\\xovvreg may perhaps suggest that it is the

men of the city that are behaving like women (ywanceiw

VOUOJ),

with their effeminate

dXoXuyudv. The Chorus has attacked Clytaemestra for her 'feminine' credulity (483-7),
whereas in fact it is the men who have been 'femininely' credulous.
§14. 601-4. Cl.

T I ydp

yvvaiKi
duo

TOUTOU

OTpaTeias*

(jxEyyos" f|8iov Spaiceiv,
dvSpa ouoavTos* 9eoD,

TruXas* dvoi^ai;

Clytaemestra, as part of her deception, defines herself in terms of her husband, as she does
throughout 598-614: it is her mask of fidelity. She refers to Agamemnon as T T O O I S in 600
1

and 604, but here he is dvSpa. Goldhill suggests that the loaded word dvSpa is avoided in
referring to the specific instance of Agamemnon; it is reserved for her lover, Aegisthus
This is possibly intended by Aeschylus" (cf. the definitive 1404f. OVTOS
'Ayaueuvuv, etios

-

TTOOIS"),

but is not very obvious to the audience. A tautology of

2 8

koriv

TTOOIS

-

repeated three times withinfivelines would be far more striking than this subtle distinction.
27

Goldhill 1984 p. 54.

28

Goldhill 1984 p. 55.
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§15: 606-8. CI.

yvvaiKa

oiavTrep

TTIOTTIV

6"

o w eXeme,

ev

Sopois* eupoi poXcov

SwpxiTwv

<vva

eo6XT)V eiceivu)...

is associated with vigilance and faithfulness (606 luoTfjv), as in the tradition of

Kvva

Odysseus' dog Argos. This association has already been used in Ag. by the Watchman,
implying his own vigilance, and his loyalty to his master Agamemnon (3

KVVOS

8IKT\V). 29

This time, however, the speaker is lying. Goldhill sees an ambiguity in this word; one
30

may compare 1228, where Cassandra refers to Clytaemestra as a "hateful bitch". The
association of dogs with faithfulness is therefore not invariable. In view of the lies
scattered throughout this part of the speech and which are intended to be perceived by the
audience, as I argued above, Goldhill is probably right.
§16: 613f. CI. (MSS Herald). TOIOOS' 6
oi)K aioxpds*

KOPTTOS-, Tris" a\r\Qeiag

yepwv,

yuvcuid yevvaia Xaiceiv.

Clytaemestra emphasises the qualities of the ideal woman, as part of the deception which
runs throughout this speech. Every word in these two lines is of course heavily ironic.
§17: 856f. CI. o i k aloxvvov\iai rovs (piXdvopas

-

TpoTTOus"

Xe£ai TTpos v\xqs- ....
1

Fraenkel is impatient with the ambiguity perceived in f+SiXdvopas- by Headlam,
Schneidewin, and Snell: "4>iXdvu)p no more possesses a secondary meaning here than in
411 or Pers. 136."

31

Dennistpn-Page are silent and presumably agree with him.

Goldhill assumes otherwise, without argument, that it ironically refers to the difference in
He may simply be referring to his position or posture (ayicaeev, in the same line);

his

faithfulness is also suggested by the length of his vigil (2 kTtias uf)icosO, as well as by 14-17 and 31-5
later in the prologue.
30

3

Goldhill 1984 p. 56.

'Fraenkel 1950 ii p. 390 on 856.

27

usage of TTOOIS" and dvfjp (on which see my note on §14).

Now there is indeed an ambiguity (apart from the one observed by Goldhill):
Fraenkel's argument that 4>iXdvwp possesses only a single meaning at 411 and Pers. 136
ignores the fact that at Ag. 411 it refers specifically to adultery, a connotation which is
entirely appropriate to this occurrence of the word. This alternative interpretation is
supported by the context, which may likewise be interpreted in more than one way.
Clytaemestra (according to this alternative interpretation) states OVK aiaxvvov\iai as
something surprising (rather than the surface meaning, "I am proud to tell you...", which is
not immediately apparent); and when she continues dTro4)8ivei TO Tdpflos (857f.), it
1

sounds as though she is about to admit her adultery (unmentioned as yet) openly. This
impression is not dispelled by Svofyopov |3iov (859): because of the rough time she had, at
home alone, dpoevos" Sixa (861), she had an affair with another dfpo~nv. At 863 she
mentions KX-nSdvas" TraX-.yicdTous'; under this interpretation, our inclination must be to
take these as the kwityoyov fydnv (611) of adultery. It is only in the following lines
(864ff.) that the surface meaning becomes apparent (the KXriSdVas are those of
-

Agamemnon's death); then our alternative construction of the subtextual meaning (her
adultery) collapses, though not before enough of an impression has been made upon us to
realise how deceitful the rest of the speech is.
§18: 861-3. Cl. TO uev yvvdiKa

TFPGJTOV dpoevos" Sixa

r\oQai 'Sduois* epfiuov ecTrayXov icaicdv,
TroXXds" Kkvovoav KXriSdvas TraXiyicdTous' . . .
1

3 2

The ambiguity in these lines, intended for the audience, not for Agamemnon, has been
863 is athetised by some editors.

28

observed in the above note; KXnSdvas TTaXiyKcrrous- is reminiscent of 61 If., ouS' oiSa
-

T6pt|)iv

oti8' emt|>oyov

fydriv

/ dXXov Trpos* dvSpds" .... Both the surface and

subtextual meaning are governed by the norm of Clytaemestra's gender: The man leaves,
while the woman remains abandoned at home; though cf. 412-19, where the one
abandoned is the male, Menelaus left by Helen.
§19: 918f.

Ag. K a i TaXXa UT) y w a i K o s " ev Tpc-nois" cue

aflpwe, ur|8e flapfldpov (bwTos 8IKT|V...
-

His refusal to Clytaemestra is threefold: (a) do not make me effeminate; (b) do not grovel
as if I were a barbarian
(€TTI4)8OVOV,

king; (c) do not invite me to commit this act of

hybris

921). The association of these three ideas is standard in Greek thought; one

may think of the barbarian Amazons, the hybris of the barbarian Xerxes, and so on.
Agamemnon is most certainly no woman normally (unlike Aegisthus, as we find out later);
but his refusal to become effeminate strengthens the male/female opposition, while his
weakening shortly afterward, his effeminisation, signifies the victory of the female 'party'.
§20: 940. Ag. OUTOI yuvaiKd? eoriv iLieipeiv udxtis".
Fighting, he implies, is masculine (cf. the cj)iXduaxoi male chiefs at 230). The roles of the
two genders are reinforced, emphasising the polarisation of gender.
§21: 123If. Cass.

0fjXus* otpoevos fyaveus
-

COTIV.

Goldhill's interpretation has been quoted above, on §7. The words Or^Xus" and apor\v
remove the connotations of 'wife' and 'husband' and their relationships, and bring it down
to a bare opposition of gender, and an overturning of the assumption of male dominance.

29

Elsewhere it is possible to take male/female oppositions as referring to difference—male
and female have different roles, but both are integral elements of society—but here the idea
of dominance emerges prominently for the first time; and by being referred to as simply
"the female", Clytaemestra becomes a paradigm for female wickedness alongside the
amphisbaina and Scylla (1232f). The theme of Clytaemestra as a byword is picked up
again in Cho., where Scylla is also mentioned (613-22).
§22: 125 If. Ch. TIVO? TTpos" avSpos* TOUT' dxos" TTOpauVcTai;
Ca.
tri KdpT' dp' dvt TrapeKOTrrys' XPTIO^^V eu.wv.
33

The breakdown in communications (characteristic of this play) depends on gender, as it did
in the case of the Chorus' doubt in the beacon-scene and in Clytaemestra's deceptive
speech to the Herald.
§23: 1317-9. Ca. dXX' (is Bavovar\ u.ap™pf)Te uoi To'Se,
orav yvvr\ yuvaiicos' dvT' k\iov Gdvrj
dvrjp T€ 8uo8duapTos' dvT' dvSpos" Treorj.
-

Both Clytaemestra's and Aegisthus' genders are emphasised. The reciprocity of the
vengeance, here based on gender, is characteristic of the pre-Ewra. system of justice: an
eye for an eye, gender for gender. In fact, the genders are the other way round: it is the
man-minded female that falls in exchange for the male, and the effeminate male who falls in
exchange for the female; but the juxtaposition of male with male, female with female,
indicates the reciprocity of the system more effectively.
§24: 1399f. Ch. 6auud£ou.€v oov yXcoooav, OJS" SpaouoTouos,
-

Tyus

-

TOIOVS' eir'

dvSpi KouTrd^eis Xdyov.
-

Clytaemestra's actions are seen in terms of the husband-wife relationship between her and
Denniston-Page 1957

33

T)

K d p T a \iav.
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Agamemnon. The subversiveness of the reversal of normal gender roles is emphasised by
Clytaemestra's boasting, an activity more appropriate to a male; eif dvSpi, signifying that
he is in her power, also suggests subversion.

These lines maintain the theme of

Clytaemestra's power over communication: earlier in the play her authority was
established, then used for her deception; now it is used to proclaim the justice of her
actions.

34

§25: 1401. CI. Treipao0e pou yuvaircos" UJ? d^pdapovos".

Cf. 277 TTCUSOS' yeas ws" tcdpr' epwpfjoco <j>pevas\ and 351 yvvai, tear' dVSpa awrjjpov'
-

euc^pdvws' \iyeig. Throughout the play, criticism and approval are closely related to
references to gender and to mind: yuvaiKos" dc^pdopovos*, cbpeva?, dvSpa au^pov', 11
dv8pd|5oiAov, etc. Fraenkel notes, "She rejects the application to her of accepted ideas as
to what is womanly...."

35

Rather she does not deny her physical gender (that would be

absurd), but declares that she has surpassed its supposed limitations (similarly my note on
§9 above).
§26: 1451-4. Ch.

...SapivTo?

c^uXaKos" eupeveoTaTou [tcai]
TToXXd TXdvTos yuvcuKos' Slav,
1

•npbg yuvancos 6* aui^Qwev |3iov.
1

Agamemnon endured a long war on account of a woman; now he is dead at the hands of
another, her sister. Women, the Chorus laments, are the root of evil. This idea, familiar
from Pandora and Od. 24.199-202 (referring to Clytaemestra), is continued in Cho. 596638; more, immediately, the Chorus continues on the subject of Helen (1456f.),
34

Goldhill 1984 p. 90.

35

Fraenkel 1950 iii p. 659 on 1401.
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pia Tag TToXXds', jag TJCLVV TroXXds'
4iux S' dXeaao' imo Tpoia...
a

Helen was as destructive as Achilles' wrath, oiiXopevriv, rj pupf 'Axaiois- dXye' e9r)ice /
TroXXds- 6' ic^eipous- ^ u x a ? "Ai8i TTpoiat|)ev / fiptiuv... (//. 1.2-4; the similarity is

almost certainly intentional). Clytaemestra, defending her sister a few lines later, reverses
the same idea (1466f.), cos [xia TTOXXOJV / dvSpuiv 4> X«S' Aavativ oXeoao'...; she uses
-

U

the same fact, that Helen destroyed countless lives, but states it as a virtue. Exploiting the
standard motif of blaming women for evil is, needless to say, a very effective way of
defining the female, marking it as an antithesis to the male 'norm'.
§27: 1459-61. Ch. vvv tge reXeiavt
SI' alp' dviTTTOV r\

36

TroXvpvaaTov €TTT|V8IOUJ
TOT' kv Sopois*

Tig

"EpiS" epiSpaTO? dvSpos oii^vg.
1

There are multiple levels of meaning here. The dvSpds" could be Agamemnon, in which
case the blood may be either his own (which is visible onstage), that of Iphigeneia
(suggested by TOT'), or that of Thyestes' children ("first and foremost" this, according to
Lloyd-Jones ); but the Helenic context (Helen is addressed through 1454-7, and
37

Clytaemestra's response to the epode focuses on her) suggests that the dvSpds might also
-

be her husband, Menelaus. The "Epis* would then be that between his house and that of
Paris, and the blood that of the TroXXds' 4>^X«S" she destroyed (1456f.). His sorrows have
already been the subject of one pair of strophai (404-36). dv8pds" is conveniently and
deliberately ambiguous, chosen because it stresses the person's role as defined by his
gender; in this context that focus emphasises his role as a man, as a husband and head of a
household, and most strikingly as a sufferer of ills on account of women.
West 1991 vflv Te\€<xv.
Lloyd-Jones 1970 p. 96 on 1459.

36

37
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§28: 1462-7. Clytaemestra's defence of Helen.
As mentioned above on §26, Clytaemestra uses the same facts used by the Chorus to attack
Helen, but uses them to defend her. 1456f. uia TCIS* iroWas; rag- udvv woWd? /
0vxas~ oXeaao' imo Tpoia (my emphases) is countered by 1465f. OJS" dvSpoXeTap', cos-

uia

noXXcSv I dv5p(5v tyvxas Aavatav oXeaaa'; and 1459ff. vvv tSe TeXeiavt

TToXuuvaoTov

€TJ7)vdiou / . . . d v B p o s "

ol(,vg by 1467 d^uoTctTOv aXyos enpagev.

She is of course defending herself as well: she too, Helen's sister, is an dvSpoXcrejpa and
dXyos eiTpa^ev applies to her as well.
-

§29: 1468-71. Ch. Saiuov...
Kpdrog- <T'> ioot\ivxov CK

yvvaiK&v

Kap8iri8r|icTov euol icpaTweis'.

The occurrence of yvvaiK&v seems unnecessary and therefore deliberate; but because the
meaning of iod<\>vxov here is uncertain, it is difficult to tell what effect is intended.
Denniston-Page argue that the adjective is transferred and means "two women of like
spirit"; Fraenkel argues that in ioo~ compounds of this type, which mean 'equal to each
other in respect to' (as opposed to the other type, meaning simply 'equal to', as in ioo 9€os',
/

'equal to a god'), the point of comparison must be strictly quantitative.

38

The correct

. word for "two women of like spirit" would in Fraenkel's eyes have been 6\x6i\>vxov. In
neither of these interpretations, however, is there much point to the presence of yuvaitctov.
That being so, the somewhat unusual interpretation "equal in spirit <to a man>" (??—this
interpretation may be supported by analogy with dvSpo^ouXov) is tempting, since it gives a
significance to the mention of their gender; though it is still, perhaps, rather unlikely.
Denniston-Page 1957 pp. 205f. on 1470f.Fraenkel 1950 iii p. 695-8 on 1470f.
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§30: 1543-6. Ch. rj av TOO" ep£ai
ctvSpa

TOV

avrff

TXTJOTJ, KTavao'

ctTioKdiKvaai

<\>VXT) T' dxapiv y&piv dvT' epyuv

peydXwv dSiKtoS" eTiitcpdvai;

It is possible that these lines might be making the point that under normal circumstances, if
Clytaemestra had not had some reason to kill Agamemnon, she would have been a model
wife. That would be a striking point in justifying her action. Her capability to be a model
wife is supported by her authority and intelligence as evidenced in the matter of the
beacons. Against this interpretation, Denniston-Page on the axapiv x«P^ judge that such
a "tribute, coming from Clytemnestra, would be no tribute but an insult; cf. Cho. 43
[x<ipiv dxapiTov]."

39

§31: 1625-7. Ch. yvvai- av rovg r\K0VTag. eic pdxf]? viav—

40

dvSpos" aioxvvuv a\xa
avSpi OTparriyu) rovS k$ov\evoa$ pdpov;
oiKOvpos ewT|v
-

The Chorus addresses Aegisthus.

Words which underline Aegisthus' effeminacy in

various ways are italicised (my emphases). He is effeminate in contrast both to
Clytaemestra (the dominant partner in their affair, and the true doer and planner of the
murder) and to Agamemnon (the d'vrip and OTpaTTiyo's- who was at the war, while
Aegisthus remained behind as okovpdc-). Aegisthus is neither truly male nor truly female,
not on one 'party' or the other; that he is not a participant in the action fits with his
ambiguous gender-definition.
§32: 1636. Aeg. TO yap SoXcooai TTpos yuvaircos r\v oacjxSs'- ...
1

1

Denniston-Page 1957 p. 211 on 1545f.

39

Denniston-Page 1957

40

uevuv

(transitive with object f f K o v T a s ) for v e o v (adverbial).
-
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The female is identified with deception: the feminine is thus inherently bad. SoXwoai is not
part of the planning (1627) but of the action, and is therefore rightly attributed to
Clytaemestra. Fraenkel's commentary comes appropriately close to the Chorus' own
disgust at Aegisthus:
The sorry wretch, who owes all that he now is to the enterprise of Clytemnestra
and to her dvSpdpouXov tccap, is unchivalrous enough to insinuate that he, the
man, was too good for the SoXwom
4 1

§33: 1643f. Ch. TI 6TJ TOV dvSpa rovf? dud 4 X % ' KctKfjs
OVK Garros f|vdpi£es\ dXXd ovv yvvr\ ...;
W

-

-
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Although it is Aegisthus that is being attacked here, notice that the gender opposition is still
that between Agamemnon (dVSpa) and Clytaemestra (yuvfj). Aegisthus is so weak that
'even' a woman is stronger than he.

Denniston-Page warn against a possible

misinterpretation of 1644; that by making Aegisthus the subject and Clytaemestra in
apposition the Chorus is attributing primary responsibility to Aegisthus:
Aegisthus has claimed the full credit for the deed: it is therefore only to be
expected that the Chorus will retort 'then why did you let a woman associate
herself with you?', even though they may think that Clytemnestra's part was
much the more important
43

§34: 1661. Cl. toS' ex^i \6yog

yvvaiKas, ii Tig d£ioi u.a9eiv.

An ironical conclusion to Clytaemestra's speech, and in the same spirit as 277, 348 and
1401. It is now the men who are the dc^pdouoves" (1401), "and it takes a woman to bring
them back to their senses."

44

Fraenkel thinks she is no longer being rebellious,

provocatively saying, "I told you so";

45

4

and it is true that asserting herself over the

'Fraenkel 1950 iii p. 775 on 1636.

42

Fraenkel 1950 viv for oiiv.'for the sake of an antithesis.

Denniston-Page 1957 p. 220 on 1644.

43

^Denniston-Page 1957 p. 223 on 1661.
45

Fraenkel 1950 iii p. 796 on 1661.
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Chorus would be redundant at this stage. But Clytaemestra is hardly one to be humble.
There must be some irony, even if it be directed only at Aegisthus. Certainly there is a
contrast to Aegisthus' lack of
1612 Aiyiaff

TJ|3PI£OVT'

Xdyos"

and T T € I 6 W ; the Chorus has dismissed his words,

oi) o€(3o), whereas it had been genuinely upset by Clytaemestra's

rationalisations.
§35:

1671.

Ch.

KopTfaaov

9apau)v,

dXeKTiop

woTe

0T)\€ias"

TreXa<,.

Thisfinalinsult is indeed in the bomolochic style of Comedy; Fraenkel has already noted
Aegisthus' "vulgarity of dragging in Orpheus and the forced

flwpoXoxia

of TJye and a£r\i"

at 1628-32. The patent irony is that it is not the hybristic d X e K T w p who is the danger; it
46

is the far more restrained 'female', Clytaemestra. We may also be intended to think back to
Agamemnon's own strutting before Clytaemestra, agreeing to tread the tapestries
ostensibly in order to please her. Whether the reminiscence is deliberate or not, the reversal
of gender roles (the following two lines, the last in the play, depict Clytaemestra instructing
and dominating Aegisthus) gives afinalemphasis to the dominance not just of Clytaemestra
but of the female 'party' in general at this moment in the conflict.

Some reference should be made to gender separation later in the trilogy, since its
significance in emphasising the conflict is maintained. The stasimon Cho. 585-651, for
example, gives a catalogue of corrupt women, and, after the model of Od. 24.199-202,
concludes (635f.):
6 e o o T u y f | T u ) ETdyez.

ppoTois dTipa)6ev oixerai
1

46

Fraenkel 1950 iii p. 773 on 1628. '

yevos"

[i.e. the female 'race'].
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In Eum. gender becomes particularly important.

Herington notes that the (female)

Furies several times call on two further female deities other than those mentioned above as
belonging to the female 'party', namely Night and Fate (Moipa).

47

In Eum. there also

arises the association of female and chthonic, male and heavenly (hinted at even in Ag. by
Clytaemestra's invocation of Hades while Agamemnon's blood, like rain, spurts forth onto
her, a field, 1385-92). The association of the female with the older gods is observable
even in the opening lines of Eum., where the Priestess invokes the earliest three oracular
gods at Delphi, all female (beginning with Gaia), followed by its present god, the male
Apollo. Furthermore, on three separate occasions blood-relation is explicitly used to attack
or defend a character; the third time Apollo makes a connection between blood-relation and
gender. The Chorus of Furies say that they did not hound Clytaemestra for her husbandmurder because it OVK av yivoiff

ouaiuos avQivrr\g
-

cJ)dvos* (212), for which they are

strongly denounced by Apollo. Later they give the same answer to Orestes, and he pursues
the matter of his own blood-relation to Clytaemestra (605-8). Then A p o l l o denies any
blood-relation between a mother and her children, thus lightening the charge of Orestes'
matricide: OVK kori

uriTrip f\ iceicXnuevri TOCVOU / TOKevs... (656ff.). Finally, and

perhaps most importantly for her role in ending the seemingly unstoppable feud, Athene
defines herself as primarily male in all things (736-40): only someone who does not fully
belong to either 'party' can end the conflict. Gender, used throughout to emphasise the
'party' opposition, at last becomes a tool to finish it.

Herington 1986 p. 135.
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1.4.2. Focus

In this, section I presuppose some awareness in the audience of some manner of
received version of the story of Agamemnon's death, which Aeschylus has adapted to his
purposes. This received story did not, I would hasten to add, have a rigidly-defined plot,
known to everyone; in any case, I agree with Taplin that even if the received story were
that rigid, it "would still be of minimal consequence for the literary criticism of tragedy."

48

Rather, I would argue, there would be various familiar motifs, or plot-elements, to the
story; the playwright might deliberately modify these, and might also modify them with the
intention that the audience should be conscious of this modification. By doing this he
subtly alters the significance of that motifs context, and points the audience in a new
direction. If the audience is predisposed by the 'received story' to expect one motif—say,
the setting of Agamemnon's home in Mycenae—then altering that motif (setting the play in
Argos), and doing so noticeably (simple omission of an element will therefore not usually
have this effect), then the audience will naturally be led to focus their attention on that
variation as being significant.

49

I argue that Aeschylus carefully adapts his telling of the story of Agamemnon's death
so that the audience is led to 'focus' on Clytaemestra and Agamemnon as the
representatives of 'parties'. Agamemnon is automatically cast as a 'focus' of attention
because his murder is the praxis of the play; as an opponent to him, Clytaemestra has light
48

Taplin 1977 p. 163.

4 9

A s it happens, the setting of Ag. in Argos is anything but obvious; it is mentioned as early as

24, but is never stressed. It is presumably, therefore, not a significant variation.
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cast most emphatically by Aeschylus on her role as a protagonist and on her motivations.
A s Heath says, by placing any
character in a focal position, the tragedian invites and encourages a competent
and cooperative audience to distribute its emotional attachments accordingly;
thus the structure of focal prejudices in a play or a scene becomes

the

fundamental determinant of appropriate evaluation of and response to the
characters:

to their arguments and actions, to their moral qualities, and of

course to their conflicts.

50

I should point out that what Heath means by focus and what I mean by focus are not the
same thing. In Heath's usage, 'focus' pertains to "any character who is serving as a centre
of sympathetic attention",

51

whereas I am concerned with how the audience is encouraged

to 'focus' on Clytaemestra and Agamemnon as the representatives (foci, i f you will) of two
opposed 'parties' in an ongoing conflict.
Understanding how the received story predisposed Aeschylus' audience to the role of
Clytaemestra in particular requires first a discussion of how the received story may have
run. For earlier known versions of the
valuable collection of sources.

Oresteia Garvie's introduction is a particularly

52

The most important extant earlier versions of the death of Agamemnon, and in
particular for Clytaemestra's role in his death, are allusions scattered throughout the
Odyssey (where Orestes is a positive paradigm for Telemachus, and Clytaemestra a
negative one for Penelope), and one fragment from Hesiod's
The one reference to Clytaemestra in the

Catalogue, fr. 23 (a) M - W .

Iliad, at 1.113-5, where Agamemnon declares

that his concubine Chryseis is in no way inferior to Clytaemestra, has the effect of defining
50

Heath 1987 pp. 91f.

51

Heath 1987 p. 91.
Garvie 1986 introduction pp: ix-xxvi.

:

'

39

Agamemnon's character for the purpose of that scene (the argument with Achilles) rather
than characterising his wife,

and it is clear from //. 9.142-5 and 284-7 that in that

53

version Iphianassa (=Iphigeneia) is still aiive and was not sacrificed at Aulis, since
Agamemnon offers her, with his other daughters, as a wife for Achilles. Not enough of
Stesichorus' Oresteia survives to be of much help, though it was certainly an influence on
Aeschylus. The citation of Stesichorus fr. 217 Page attests to this:
...o

TC ZTT)]OTXOPOS"

TCJV T e dXX[tov

expT)oaT[o Snilyrjpaorv

TroibiTuJV ol

TrXeioves"

rials

[sc. of Homer and Hesiod?],
dchopjpais"

TC

" S " TOUTOU-

[This sentence alone is a strong argument that Stesichorus' version would have
a significant influence on the audience's awareness of the story.] \xe[ja yap]
"Opripov <a[i] 'HaioSov [ou8evj] pdXXov ETT)OIXOP0V [ov\i]<$>biv[ovoi\AioxuXots*

p c v yap] 'OpeoT<e>[ia]v

X]or)(j)[dp]ouf7
f>oajpvxo[v

EupevUSas

noir\aa[s

TpiXolyiav

PA]yapepvov[a

] TOV dvay[va)piapd]v

1

SThioixopw ydp'eoTiv t . . .

8id

rov
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Stesichorus Helen fr. 223. Page, however, agrees that she is unfaithful (Aphrodite made
Tyndareus' daughters Siydpous TC
1

KOLI

Tpiydpous ).
1

The Od. and Hesiod fragment,

then, are our only useful literary sources for the pre-Aeschylean story of Agamemnon's
death. Depictions of the story in art (cited by Garvie) are not particularly helpful. Pindar
Pyth. 11.17-37, dated to either 474 or 454, may possibly represent a strand of the pre55

Aeschylean tradition, whichever date is correct (Aeschylus' Oresteia was performed in
458/7). Herington 1984 argues convincingly that Pyth. 11 is to be dated to 454. In the
version used by Pindar, Clytaemestra alone is responsible for the murder of Agamemnon;
in this respect and in many others he and Aeschylus agree.

56

It seems likely from the

This line is also used to help define Agamemnon (and not Clytaemestra) in Ag., when
Clytaemestra refers to Agamemnon's faithlessness at Troy, 1439: XpuoniSwv ueiXiypa TWV UTT' ' I X I U .
54

T h e recognition mentioned, Electra's of Orestes by the lock of hair he had left on their father's

tomb, is at Aes. Cho. 164ff.
55

Sandys 1961 p. 296.
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resemblances that one directly influenced the other, especially as Pyth. 11 was performed
in Thebes (line 1 Kd8u.ou Kopai);

57

presumably the influence of a work such as Ag.

could spread from Athens to Thebes without much difficulty, especially given the comings
and goings between Attica and Boiotia in the 450s.

58

In spite of the close relationship

with Pindar, however, the versions in Homer, Hesiod, and Stesichorus must be the main
versions of which Aeschylus could expect his audience to be substantially aware, as
implied by Stesichorus. fr. 217 above. Of these three authors, it is clear from hints within
Ag. that the version of the Od. was the one which Aeschylus was most concerned with
adapting, as I shall discuss shortly when I come to the play itself.
The Clytaemestra of the Od. may simply be summed up as a bad and unfaithful
woman, not specifically a murderess. At 3.310 and 24.200 she is aTuyepfj. At 4.92
Menelaus describes Aegisthus as killing Agamemnon XdQpn, avuioTi, SdXto ouXoLtevriS"
dXdxoio. Clytaemestra is again ouXou.evr| dXdxos" in both the Nekyai, at 11.410 and
24.97.

At 11.422 she is SoXo'iinTis', an adjective which is only ever a term of

condemnation in Homer. In the Hesiod fragment, she is described as KuavtoTrliv] {Cat.
59

^Pyth.

6€

TTOXITCU.

11.26-8: Adultery is KaXut|;aj T' dudxavov / dXXoTpsaiai yXwoaai?- /
Cf. Ag. 61 If., 861-5. Pyth. 11.33

udvTsv

T' oXeaae

tcdpav and 33f.

KdKoXdyoi

due))'

'EXeva

TTUP<J6€VTWV / Tpwuv eXuoe Souou? is also strikingly similar to elements in Ag. Herington 1984 pp.
143f. observes various other similarities.
57

Herington 1984 p. 145 argues for direct influence of Aeschylus on Pindar: "The possibility that

Aeschylus might have structured his greatest masterpiece around a couple of totally uncharacteristic lines
thrown out for some inexplicable reason by Pindar in or shortly after 474 B.C. [Pyth. 11.22-5, focusing
on Clytaemestra's motivations] seems, to put it temperately, remote. Almost as many difficulties arise if
we postulate that Aeschylus and Pindar were impelled independently to ask...questions about
Clytaemnestra's motive by some earlier—and totally hypothetical—common source. Especially if that
source was Stesichorus' Oresteia..., we should have to explain how Stesichorus, long before the formation
of tragedy as we know it, could have slipped into what appearts to be a specifically tragic mode of vision."
58

Diodorus 11.81-3 and 11.85.1, Thucydides 1.108.

59

T h e word is used in the Iliad of Zeus when berated by Hera for keeping secrets from her, 1.540; in
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fr. 23 (a). 14; cf. Ag. 1228) and Hmcpiivlopa (30; cf. Ag. 11, 1399, 1426).
We are given many more details to tell us that she was a villain. Menelaus states that at
first, after Agamemnon left, she was in fact faithful, 4)peoi yap tcexpriT' dya0f)or (3.265),
because of the bard whom Agamemnon had left to guard her (3.267f.); but after removing
him, Aegisthus seduced her easily and she welcomed his advances, TT)V 6' eOeXtov
eOeXouoav dvfjyayev

ov8e SdpovSe (3.272). It may be noted that although she is a

villain, eQeXouoa, the limelight is on Aegisthus; Clytaemestra is totally passive, her
responses being controlled externally, first by the bard and then by Aegisthus. Later, in the
first Nekyia Agamemnon reveals that she did not give him death honours (11.424-6); she
is e£oxa Xijypd ISvia (11.432); and both she and her deed (epyov

deiKe?)

are paradigms

of moral corruption, shaming all her gender (11.427-30 and 24.199-202, as in Cho.).
However, it is somewhat difficult to tell exactly what she did do, in the version of the
story used in the Od. Is she simply an unfaithful wife, as 3.265-72 seems to indicate, or
did she have a part in Agamemnon's murder? The uncertainty arises because most of the
time the poet is concentrating on the similarities

between Agamemnon's and Odysseus'

situations: the men making trouble at home, their wooing of the wife, the virtuous son.

60

Therefore Aegisthus is portrayed as the sole agent of the murder; it is inappropriate to
discuss Clytaemestra as a villain since, if the Od. usually compares the stories of
Odysseus and Agamemnon for the purpose of noting similarities,

she would then reflect

the Od. 1.300, 3.198, 3.308 and 4.625 it refers to Aegisthus, and here at 11.422 to Clytaemestra.
60

P a c e Garvie, who states (1986 p. xi), "The parallel between Orestes and Telemachus is not

forgotten..., but the main point [in the Od.] is the difference between the respective wives." Rather, it is
that when it is suitable, the wives are compared (as at 11.444-6, 24.199-202); when it is suitable, the sons
are compared (as at 1.298-302, 3.193-200, 11.448-53); when it is suitable, the nostoi are compared (as at
1.44-50, 3.313-6, 11.454-6). The emphasis of the comparison depends on the context.
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badly on Penelope. Aegisthus receives the lion's share of the blame, and to this end
Clytaemestra is portrayed.as passive, as at 3.265-72.
In the last passage mentioned above (24.199-202), however, where the point is a
contrast between Penelope and Clytaemestra, we are told that she tcatcd ufjaaTo epya, /
KoupiSiov KTdivaoa. rrdoiv (24.1-99f.).
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She is more than just unfaithful; she at least

is one of the participants in the murder of Agamemnon, albeit not the primary one. This
impression is supported (if not actually proved) by 11.410 [Aegisthus]

OCTO;

ovv

otiXouevrj dXdxoj (which merely proves complicity, though it might also connote coagency); and we are told at 3.309f. that Orestes, after returning and taking vengeance,
buried both Aegisthus and Clytaemestra, implying that he had killed his mother; and
surely only her participation in Agamemnon's murder could warrant matricide. In
Hesiod's version, she is identified more clearly as the murderer of Agamemnon. Listing
the children of Agamemnon and Clytaemestra, Hesiod mentions the sacrifice of Iphimede
(=Iphigeneia) at Aulis, though she was rescued by Artemis (Cat. fr. 23 (a). 17-26); and
also mentions that Orestes took vengeance for the murder of his father and killed his mother
(28-30). The juxtaposition implies a causal relationship between the events, namely that
the vengeance for Agamemnon's murder consists of Clytaemestra's death. Aegisthus is
not mentioned in the fragment as it survives; it is thus Clytaemestra who is primarily
responsible for the murder, as in Aeschylus.
To sum up: in the received story of Agamemnon's death, Clytaemestra is vilified, not
' E v e n if the second Nekyia is a late addition to the Od. (I do not think the arguments are
compelling), it is still presumably pre-Aeschylean and is therefore a factor in determining how Aeschylus'
audience were predisposed.
6
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just as an unfaithful wife but as a participant in the murder; however, in the Od., it is still
Aegisthus who has the limelight; the conflict is between Agamemnon and Aegisthus, and
Clytaemestra is an accessory. In Hesiod she takes the main blame for the murder.
I shall now go on to discuss how Aeschylus, aware of this background (and, it seems,
assuming some degree of awareness in his audience too), modifies his presentation of the
story so as to focus on his own adaptations, and he thus draws the audience's attention to
his intentions for the play. Most importantly, he makes Clytaemestra the protagonist of the
action, while Aegisthus is (almost literally) an afterthought. In this Aeschylus follows the
version that appears in Hesiod; but his careful focusing on Clytaemestra as opposed to
Aegisthus (it is most emphatic that she is stronger than he; he is not simply absent, as in
Hesiod and Pindar) and on the motivations for her action strongly suggest that it is the
version used in the Od. that he expects his audience to be most familiar with. He
encourages the audience to focus on an Agamemnon-Clytaemestra opposition, even though
the more intellectual, dialectical aspect of that opposition does not become clear until Ag.
1395-1559, when Clytaemestra's deception is ended and she states the rationale for her
actions and makes an explicit connection between Agamemnon's murder and the sacrifice
of Iphigeneia.
The modifications become apparent as early as the prologue. The trilogy takes the
audience in medias res (signified by 2 ^poupas* kjeiag

UTJKOS-);

the Watchman is

appointed to his post, and the fall of Troy is being eagerly awaited...by Clytaemestra
(10f.). In the Od., it was Aegisthus who posted a watchman (4.524-7); but here it is
clear that he is one of Agamemnon's men, from his eager (one might say naive) devotion to
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his master (30-5).
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Even if the audience were not familiar (39 oi) \xaQovoi) with this

detail (though all the other characteristics of the Watchman are reproduced from the Od.),
the mentions of Clytaemestra (10f., 26), without any reference to Aegisthus, nevertheless
focus our attention all by themselves on Clytaemestra as Agamemnon's opponent. He
concludes with a note of foreboding (36-9). One might think that here, if anywhere,
Aegisthus might be hinted at; indeed, OIKOS" ff avrbg...

aarj>eoTaT'

av Xe^eicv hints at

the family Curse, but he is more a shadow than an opponent for Agamemnon, never being
clearly alluded to again until Cassandra's scene.
Now the Chorus enters and presents us with the background, the facts of the past, the
departure of the fleet and the sacrifice of Iphigeneia. These will eventually enable the
events of the present-that-is-about-to-be (Agamemnon's murder) to be understood as a
result, in part, of that sacrifice; but for the moment, these facts ostensibly do no more than
explain where Agamemnon is, and continue to establish an atmosphere of grim foreboding.
But notice that we are deluded into thinking that with this news we have all the facts at
our command. Here we have the Chorus, the locals, the ones-who-know (39 ua8ouoiv) to
whom the Watchman speaks (avSw), and who, the audience is to suppose, understand
(\xaQovoiv) what he has said (cu)6w); they enter and tell us just what it is that they know,
and explicitly encourage our faith in the authority of their words (104 Kvpwg ei\ii Opoeiv).
Most importantly, the Chorus is an unmarked character; its members are old and
venerable. They are ordinary people, the general populace. Because they are unmarked it
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T h e observant editor of one manuscript (the corrector of Laurentianus XXXII.9, whose alterations

are denoted in Fraenkel's edition as'm') makes a note of this alteration in the Spauaros

-

Watchman is listed as eepaituv dyapfiuvovo? 6 TtpoXoyiCdpevo?, ovxt 6
Fraenkel 1950 i p. 89 adds, "haec olim argumenti fabulae partem fuisse apparet."

WTTO

TTpdauma:

the

aiyioQov raxQcis.
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is easier for the audience to identify with them, and this gives them their greatest authority.
And so the Chorus carries on the interplay of apparent authority and true authority, of
deception and truth, from the Watchman's foreboding closing words.
And there, too, is Clytaemestra, calling out in triumph or making sacrifices onstage or
whatever it is she is doing, seemingly unobtrusively but by the shadow of her presence
63

(since she was first mentioned at 11) firmly attracting our attention to herself, preparing
the audience to construct an Agamemnon-Clytaemestra opposition in their minds.
Nowhere in the parodos is there any mention of certain important events even further back
in Agamemnon's past (by which I refer to his family's past), long before the Trojan War.
At this point it is all Clytaemestra, Clytaemestra; and the Curse is but a dimness in the
background, not the hand that strikes. Thus Aeschylus follows through with the focus on
Clytaemestra already established in the prologue.
By the apparent authority of the Chorus during the parodos, our attention is focussed
on the events at Aulis (thus preparing us for the argument presented by Clytaemestra at
1395-1559) rather than on Aegisthus and the Curse.
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Our attention is fixed on the

horrific vengeance contained within the nuclear family—which also fits into the schema of
an unstoppable cyclical vengeance—, rather than on the less horrific vengeance of
Thyestes' Curse, which is less horrific in that it is imposed from outside (in Aeschylus'
cyclical schema the Curse represents the abstract principle underlying each individual act of
63

C f . on §4 in section 1.4.1 above.
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T h e Curse is in fact subtly alluded to in the parodos at 150-5; see section 1.4.1 on §6 above.

However, rather than concluding that the ideas of the agency of Aegisthus and of the Curse are in fact not
avoided in the parodos, I would suggest rather that these lines are suggestive of how confused and closelyinterrelated all the different acts of vengeance are. Certainly no audience member could possibly extract all
the meanings I observed earlier while the lines were being sung; it is the evocation of impressions that is
being attempted by this allusive style.
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vengeance in the cycle, as I argue below in section 1.4.3). Rather than continuing to
contradict the audience's expectations of certain motifs (such as a watchman posted by

Aegisthus) as the prologue does, the parodos turns our attention to a matter which at first
seems to be a digression, but gradually becomes more ominous. The shift of focus away
from Aegisthus is much more subtle, and so, in the long run, more persuasive.
In hindsight the Chorus may be seen to possess little real authority, in spite of the ease
of identifying with them as people and in spite of icupids" eiui Bpoeiv. The Chorus is
characterised as an apparent authority, and we are made to think that they are reliable and
[mQovoiv; and thus we too are deceived, thinking we know everything. Clytaemestra now
begins to show us that this is not so: only she (not the Chorus, not Agamemnon—and
certainly not Aegisthus) has total authority over the truth, and total control of the situation:
she is the protagonist, she is the opponent of Agamemnon (and representative of her
'party'). N o w she demonstrates her knowledge (her authority): first of the journey of the
signal (264-316) and then of the fall of Troy (317-50).
Next the Chorus is shown to possess no authority. The change in the Chorus' mood
between the beginning and the end of the first stasimon shows its uncertainty, entirely
unlike Clytaemestra's certainty. In spite of its earlier unqualified support of Clytaemestra at
351-4, it begins dithering and expressing misgivings at 475-87. In the following episode it
is contrasted with the real authority of Clytaemestra, when the Herald's account (503-82)
shows her interpretation of the beacon to be correct and authoritative; the Chorus admits
that it does not know everything (583-6 vnciiuevo? \6yowiv OVK avaivo\xai...) and she
replies, "I told you so" (587-97).

The Chorus has been defeated (viKtouevos ) by her
1
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control.
The following speech (587-614) by Clytaemestra presents a problem for the audience,
though critics, with the help of hindsight, have never seen it as such. W h e n she begins
talking about her husband and how eager she is to see h i m again, how convincing is she
supposed to be? Is the audience supposed to hiss venomously at her lies, or be confused
by her apparent fidelity in this speech,

akrfidas yi\xav (613)? U p to this point in the play

there has still been no clear indication that she is in fact going to k i l l Agamemnon. The
atmosphere has been very ominous, and the remarks I have made above only make sense i f
she does k i l l him; but to an audience seeing the play for the first time, nothing is clear as
yet. It is a real possibility (as far as the audience can tell at this point) that Aeschylus has
chosen to fell a version of Agamemnon's

nostos in which he w i l l be killed by Aegisthus,

while Clytaemestra is a virtuous wife! The whole of the first two episodes emphasise
strongly Clytaemestra's reliability; perhaps she is still telling the truth now. If we could
observe the actor's gestures and tone of voice, perhaps it would be clear that we are
supposed to hiss and disbelieve her; it is not so certain as that.
In his examination of the authority of Clytaemestra's words and of language in general
in Ag.,

G o l d h i l l (even before he begins to discuss this speech) suffers from the

assumption (based on hindsight and second-readings) that

everything Clytaemestra says is

lies from beginning to end: "The uncertain status of language in messages is further
brought to the fore by the speech of Clytemnestra that f o l l o w s . . . . "
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This is in spite of

the fact that the messages he questions—the beacon-message, Clytaemestra's interpretation
65

Goldhill 1984 p. 53.
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of it, the Herald's message, and Clytaemestra's rebuff to the Chorus in this speech—are all
true, and that the whole point of the Herald's message is that it validates the earlier
messages. Aeschylus has gone to some trouble to validate Clytaemestra's reliability and
authority.
This is the clue to how the speech should be interpreted. Throughout lines 587-597,
Clytaemestra acknowledges (thereby proclaiming, for the audience) this validation of her
authority; this much is clear from her mild gloating at the Chorus, "I told you so." The
Chorus' doubt is finally dispelled, once and for all; she is a reliable interpreter and source.
At 598 there is a change. She suddenly moves from the subject of her own authority to that
of her relationship to Agamemnon; and this is when the true deception begins. Through
the rest of the speech, she proclaims her fidelity. The speech is thus divided into two
sections. In the first, Clytaemestra announces her vindication; she follows this with a
sharply-contrasted pack of utter lies. We (the critics, not the audience) know from
hindsight that they are lies; the contrast between the two halves of the speech is therefore
deliberately intended by Aeschylus. But such a contrast is pointless if the audience is
oblivious of it; so it follows that the audience is supposed to be aware of it, and does
know (presumably from the actor's tone of voice, gestures, etc.) that she is lying through
her teeth. The audience, after being convinced of Clytaemestra's authority by her reliability
and control so far, now sees her beginning to abuse that authority. Her strength begins to
become the tool by which Agamemnon is killed.
The following stasimon (681-781) on the subject of Helen, who is at last named here,
contributes to the effect of focusing on Clytaemestra and her motivations by continuing to
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focus on the Trojan War, as did the parodos and first stasimon. Concentrating on the War
permits concentrating oh Agamemnon's actions at the beginning of the War. It is the
grudge that Clytaemestra has against Agamemnon that is important, not Aegisthus'. This
is underlined by the close parallel that may be drawn between Clytaemestra and Helen:
both represent an'Epiyus- (749), and above all they are sisters.
Agamemnon enters, and the spectacle of Agamemnon in all his majesty hindered at the
door of his house by Clytaemestra is the clearest and simplest sign of the opposition
between them in the entire play. As i f the visible opposition between them were not
enough, they proceed to engage in an agon—not on the issue of Iphigeneia's death, but
still an agon—in the standard format of two long opposed speeches (855-913 and 914-30)
followed by a lively and argumentative stichomythia (931-43). The issue being argued in
the agon is whether or not Agamemnon should walk into his house on the tapestries
Clytaemestra has laid out. Unlike the usual agon, however, it ends with one party being
convinced by the other's argument; usually the loser would walk off in a huff, nothing
being resolved.
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Agamemnon's subordination to Clytaemestra is emphasised by this

striking adaptation to the usual function of an agon, which is not so much an exercise in
persuasion as a presentation of both sides of an issue and the rational basis for their
disagreement. Clytaemestra's 'party' wins its victory as Clytaemestra wins the agon. The
importance of this scene for depicting the opposition between the two sides is obvious, but
cannot be overemphasised.
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F o r example, as in Soph. OT, Ajax, Eur. Ale, Medea, and so on. In some cases the agonists

whose arguments come across as weaker cannot walk off in a huff because they are restrained, as in the
cases of Antigone in Soph. Ant., Helen in Eur. Tro.
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By this time it has become clear that Clytaemestra and not Aegisthus is Agamemnon's
opponent. There is still some effort at emphasising her role. With Cassandra's scene we
are at last given a character who can act as a focus in Heath's sense, as a centre of
sympathetic attention, albeit only for a time; it is hardly possible to have a sympathetic
attachment to any of the characters that have appeared until now. Cassandra's suffering in
anticipation of Clytaemestra's dreadful deed heightens the repugnance that we are to feel at
that deed, because it is Clytaemestra's, his wife's, deed, rather than some outsider's; here
the Curse is named explicitly for the first time (1095ff.), but naming it and the 'Epivus"
(1119, 1186-90) only adds to the horror of Clytaemestra, rather than shifting attention
away from her. Rather than being an alternative cause of Agamemnon's murder, it is now
one of Clytaemestra's personal attributes. The Chorus cannot understand Cassandra's
words; they are now the ov paOouoi (39).
Clytaemestra's re-appearance and kommos at last make explicit the opposition that
Aeschylus has been preparing all along; at last her argument is stated openly, and the
presentation of her as a focus of the conflict, as the representative of the 'party' that
opposes Agamemnon's, is completed. Thefinalscene, where Aegisthusfinallyappears,
brings a new light to bear on the conflict, even apart from the fact that his weakness
suggests Clytaemestra's strength; and I wish to treat him separately.

1.4.3. Aegisthus

Aegisthus is a puzzling character. Depicted in previous versions of the story as the
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protagonist in the murder of Agamemnon, as described in 1.4.2 above, here he is passive
in contrast to his lover Clytaemestra's activeness, and he can claim responsibility for no
more than helping i n the planning of the murder (TOWSC TOV

\iovog.. .fiovXevoai
the Chorus' §r\s

ctjdvov, 1614;

kfiovXtvaag

fyovov pafyevs, 1604;

popov, 1627 and 1634; there is irony in

k w v KaTctKTaveiv, 1613) and he is strongly criticised by the Chorus

(often in terms of his gender, as discussed i n 1.4.1 above; see notes on § 2 3 , §31-33).
Because of his weakness, to many his scene at the end of the play comes as a confusing
anticlimax after Clytaemestra's argumentative and rational kommos. H i s boasting and
threats are indeed an odd way to end a play that is otherwise so full of strength, and I am
unable to give any certain account of the dramatic effect Aeschylus intended this ending to
achieve. Perhaps ending the play on a degrading note, such as that sounded by Aegisthus,
portrays the degradation of Argos under the rule of the Curse.
In spite of his weakness and non-participation, he is still very relevant to the conflict,
and Aeschylus' depiction of h i m does have an influence over how the conflict is to be
perceived. For I argue that instead of participating in the conflict, in a sense he

symbolises

the conflict. The son of Thyestes, he represents Thyestes' Curse, the destructive principle
(Saipovi Tdl nXeio9evi8av, 1569) that underlies each of the individual acts of vengeance
in the trilogy. Aegisthus is the Curse, while Clytaemestra, the protagonist of the praxis,
is the agent of the Curse; her alliance with him by 'marriage' suggests this affiliation.
Fagles' reading of the

Oresteia excellently depicts the symbolic function of Aegisthus.

Cassandra's prophecies foretelling the death of Agamemnon have dwelt on the Curse that is
ravaging the house of Atreus; it is implied there that the murder is a disaster brought on by
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the Curse. Aegisthus appears, "called forth, it seems, by Clytaemnestra's evocation of the
spirit" at 1567-77:

67

she states that she wishes to make a pact with the Curse, after

carrying out this one act of vengeance in the hope that the house will be troubled no longer.
Aegisthus narrates his grievance against Agamemnon (1577-1611). From one point of
view this is redundant, because we have already heard an explanation from the true doer of
the murder, Clytaemestra. What we are hearing from Aegisthus is not the reason for this
particular murder (though that is how Aegisthus himself appears to see it); rather it is the
history of the Curse (his own history). Fagles interprets the speech thus:
We have never heard its [the Curse's] history told so fully, not because
Aeschylus has been saving it for last but because Cassandra, Agamemnon and
Clytaemnestra have embodied it so uniquely.
68

This description hits upon an important trend that is apparent throughout the play (and
indeed throughout the trilogy as a whole): a movement from the specific to the general, the
obscure to the clear. When the play begins, we do not fully understand the significance of
what is happening. But as the play progresses the opposition becomes clearer: as
Agamemnon and Clytaemestra meet face-to-face, as Cassandra brings the Curse to our
attention as a context for Agamemnon's death, and so on. Similarly, the specific case of
Agamemnon's death, unexplained atfirst,is in the end related to the underlying principle,
the Curse, in the final scene of the play. By the time we reach the end of the trilogy, the
process of clarification has gone on to the extent that the opposition is portrayed in clearly
opposed arguments; it is at last seen as a true dialectical opposition.
This movement towards clarification and revelation proceeds in step with a gradual
67
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increase in tension: Agamemnon's return, eagerly awaited from 39 onwards, does not
materialise until 809, and the obvious next step, his death, is also delayed until 1343.
Clytaemestra's kommos is the;climax to the play, where the long-awaited expectation of
Agamemnon's corpse is fulfilled. The inactive Aegisthus, appearing after this, is indeed a
remarkable piece of bathos, and yet it is with his appearance that all finally becomes clear.
This is the importance of Aegisthus in a nutshell: where Agamemnon and Clytaemestra
each represent poles of the opposition (by their affiliation to their opposed 'parties'),
Aegisthus represents the opposition itself, the general principle underlying all the acts of
vengeance in the play. This is an aspect of him that is (as far as I can see) unrelated to his
weakness and arrogance. The symbolism caps the contrast between the two 'parties' that
has gone before; he polarises their opposition simply by existing, and by appearing
onstage.
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2. Character and motivation

In drama character is defined by observed behaviour; and behaviour in drama is
inevitably linked to the character's function as conceived by the author. That function may
be seen in terms of the character's role within the plot, the dynamics of character
interaction, any message the author may be trying to convey, and perhaps other intentions
as well. In the case of Ag., characters are linked in a variety of ways to (among other
things) an ongoing conflict.
The meaning and function of 'character' in Tragedy is problematic. If theoreticians
continue to debate about the nature of character, meaning, and authorial identity in modern
literature, we should not expect immediately to come upon the perfect key to understanding
literature written by people who lived in a very different country, a very different society
and very different times to any that are familiar to us. The way that Aeschylus (and, it must
be supposed, his audience) conceptualises character and identity in his drama does bear
certain differences from the way we as modern readers are accustomed to think of them.
Some of these differences are key ones, others less important; none, it must be said,
actually prevent the modern reader or theatre-goer from appreciating the play, nor do they
necessarily hinder an accurate critical interpretation of the play.

However, an

understanding of the precise nature of these differences can help prevent misinterpretation
and unnecessary searches for elements or motivations that are not intended to be found, or
even sought.
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2.1. Internalised motivations: personality

When we, twentieth-century readers, think of a character in a play, novel, or other form
of story, we will probably first try to conceptualise the character primarily in terms of the
character's personality, and in terms of its internalised motivations and characteristics
generally. We expect to have a character presented to us as a construction of a rounded,
flesh-and-blood persona. We do not just expect internal consistency;

we want the

character to have a life off the page. The present-day interest in character for its own sake,
even when a character's personality is not especially relevant to the 'plot', presents a
problem for the modern reader approaching Tragedy.
This is especially so when we consider that the relentless search for personality and a
means of conceptualising a character in terms of internalised motivations is demonstrably
one that comes to a modern reader, and writer, automatically. For example, near the
beginning of one recent novel by A.S. Byatt, a writer not renowned primarily for her
depiction of character, we find the following sentences:
It may seem odd to begin a description of Roland Michell with an excursus into
the. complicated relations of Blackadder, Cropper and Ash, but it was in these
terms that Roland most frequently thought of himself. When he did not think in
terms of Val.
1

The assumption that an explicit statement not just of Roland's character, but even of the
terms in which he conceptualises his own identity, is necessary, is one symptom of the
current tendency to focus on the internalised aspects of characters. Even before this explicit
statement, we have been presented with clear indications of Roland's personal interests and
'Byatt 1990 p. 10.
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thoughts (pp. 1-4). And all this is concentrated into the first ten pages of a 511-page novel.
Likewise (to take a less recent though better-known example) Hamlet, in Shakespeare's
play, probably means to us a person who is cautious but intelligent; indecisive; witty and
competent, while introverted and secretive. We do not think of him so much in terms of
his political situation, the dynamics of his relationship with his mother, Ophelia and
Horatio, and the problems of identity raised by his pretence of insanity. Even in this
comparatively modern example the tendency to construct flesh-and-blood personae may not
be justified; Garton refers to the extreme case of Bradley's inquiry "to establish where
Hamlet was when his father died."

2

This mode of thinking has inevitably carried over into classical scholarship. To take
one especially problematic example, in regard to Ag., Goldhill has noted that "the two
most distinguished modern editions" of the play (Fraenkel 1950 and Denniston-Page 1957)
both interpret Agamemnon's act of stepping onto the tapestries at Ag. 944-57 with
reference to his internal motivations, dependent entirely on their perception of his
personality. The danger of this practice is demonstrated by the fact that the two editions
3

espouse wildly different conceptions of Agamemnon's character. Fraenkel fascinatingly
declares, "Even in the moment of his defeat Agamemnon appears as the true gentleman he
always is"; while Denniston-Page argue that his submission to Clytaemestra is merely an
excuse to commit "an act of v&pis which he knows to be sacrilegious", and Agamemnon
himself "is at the mercy of his own vanity and arrogance". Now Agamemnon is indeed
4

Garton 1957 p. 249.

2

3

Goldhill 1986 p. 170.

Fraenkel 1950 ii p. 429 on 944ff. and Denniston-Page 1957 p. 151 on 931 ff.
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committing an act of v&pig, but it is misleading to present his motivations primarily in terms
of his personality, as I shall argue in section 2.3.
The modern "preoccupation with idiosyncrasy" is in general well recognised by
5

classical scholars. Also recognised is the fact that its applicability to ancient literature is
very restricted in many ways. Its applicability is especially tightly defined in the case of
Tragedy, because Tragedy, even more than Homeric epic, is inevitably very closely
concerned with the character and its relation to its context; even more so if there are only
two or three characters onstage at once, and only two of them ever converse at any given
time. In spite of this recognition, unwary comments by critics on characters' actions,
comments that extrapolate the character's hidden motives, continue to abound. They range
in significance from poetically phrased comments in the manner of the scholiasts
("Clytemnestra's pretended fears are obviously her secret hopes" ) up to serious
6

misinterpretations which miss an important point, or focus on a minor issue when there is a
major issue waiting to be apprehended ("He [Agamemnon] is tired to the utmost, worn out
by the unceasing struggle, overpowered by the slings and arrows of outrageous
fortune" ).
7

Internalisations not specifically warranted by the text are, I suppose,

permissible, provided that we never lose sight of the fact that in the study of the drama of
Tragedy, what we are trying to analyse is first and foremost the audience's response and
how that response is evoked. Even if we believe that realism is one of a playwright's
goals, it is still audience recognition of that realism that is intended.
This is not to say that Tragic characters are not rounded in any way; a glance at the
Easterling 1977 p. 140.

5

Lloyd-Jones 1962 p..64.

6

Fraenkel 1950 ii p. 440.

7
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prologue of Ag. reveals a noticeably three-dimensional characterisation of the Watchman.
It is perfectly reasonable to compose studies on what there is "to say positively about
character portrayal in Greek tragedy"; such studies, if they approach characterisation
8

from the perspective of a first-time, live-action spectator (rather than an armchair reader),
can only heighten our appreciation of the drama in which the characters take part. But for
an understanding of how character functions within the context of the drama, some sort of
theoretical basis is needed. I find Garton 1957 a particularly insightful discussion of
modern habits of thought, and of the dichotomy of internalised character as opposed to
externalised; though even Garton seems to regard "successful introspection, and...the
great new possibilities of drama in the mind" as the ultimate telos of any drama. That
9

attitude might perhaps have been welcomed by Euripides, but for Aeschylus it is somewhat
anachronistic in its assumptions.
Now I do not propose to analyse how characterisation in Tragedy works. Rather, I
examine how 'character' functions in the context of the dialectical opposition outlined in
Chapter One. For this purpose, a theoretical approach to the relationship between character
qua persona and character qua participant in the conflict is what we want. The
psychological approach, which would treat solely the characters' personal, internalised
responses to that conflict, is not in itself sufficient, as is evident from the matter of the
Ag.'s carpet-scene. That example showed us that understanding the interaction between
internalisation and externalisation of behaviour, and thus of personal identity in the
audience's minds, is not just an abstract problem, removed from actual performance and
Easterling 1977 p. 140.

8

9

Garton 1957 p. 254.
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appreciation of Tragedy. An anachronistic perception of identity and of the idea of dramatic
character can obscure much of the author's intentions for the audience's understanding of
the play. It is thus fortunate that the psychological approach is not the only option open to
us.

2.2. Externalised motivations: role
Because of the lack of any regular practice among ancient authors of giving explicit
character descriptions, there has been a long-standing reaction against reading personality
into Greek Tragedy and against the relevance of character-studies in its context. The usual
alternative is to define characters in terms of their function. According to this approach, the
way the audience is expected to identify the character—the character's motivations, even
apparently internalised elements such as the character's personal feelings on a given
matter—is defined with primary attention to the dialectical and relational context of the
character, rather than to internalised realism. Snell's depiction of Homeric personal identity
as being closer to an assemblage of interdependent but clearly distinct parts comes close to
this.

10

In Homer, and also to a lesser extent in later Greek literature, personal identity

tends to be conceptualised in terms of relationships: Telemachus and Penelope are seen in
terms of Odysseus, Agamemnon in terms of his role as a supreme commander, the suitors
in terms of Penelope. None of these characters has much of a distinctive personal identity,
an independent existence outside those relationships and roles; even Penelope's quiet
l0

Snell 1953 pp. 1-22; note especially pp. 7f., 20f.
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resoluteness, easy for modern readers to interpret as a personality trait, exists primarily for
the sake of Odysseus. Similarly Goldhill refers to the linguist Benveniste, who "begins by
noting that in Homer all "the Vocabulary of moral terminology is strongly permeated with a
force that is not personal but relational."

11

Specifically referring to Tragedy, Goldhill

cites G.W.F. Hegel, K. Reinhardt, Tycho von Wilamowitz, E. Howald and J. Jones
12

13

as representatives of a school of thought (a 'party' in this debate) that perceives characters
in Tragedy in this way, with sole reference to externalised elements of the character.
Emphasis on conflict carries much weight in this argument, for almost any play may be
shown to represent some sort of opposition to which all the events of the play, and all the
characters, may be related. The popularity of the agon-motif is a consequence (or
conceivably a cause) of this. The case of Antigone is an excellent example, and one which
I should like to spend some time on, much of the debate having focussed on this play.
Antigone is the play chosen by Hegel as "the most excellent and satisfying work of
art" on account of the force of the dialectic expressed in the play.

14

The conflict consists

of the opposition between Creon's and Antigone's viewpoints; Creon is the thesis, and
Antigone is the antithesis, her viewpoint to a significant extent being defined in response to
and in terms of Creon's. Hegel asserts that
Creon is not a tyrant, but rather the champion of something that is also an
ethical power. ... Each of these two sides actualizes only one of the two, has
only one side as its content. That is the one-sidedness, and the meaning of
eternal justice is that both are in the wrong because they are one-sided, but both
are also in the right. 15

1 1

Goldhill 1986 p. 80; the reference is to E. Benveniste, Indo-European Language and Society, tr.

E. Palmer, London (1973).
12

Goldhill 1986 p. 88.

13

Goldhill 1986 pp. 170f.

14

Hegel 1920 iv p. 324.
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The rationales used by Creon and Antigone to support their positions, and the attacks
they make upon each other, may be seen throughout the play. Creon's first speech states
the principles which he is following (175-7 and 182f.):
dufjxavov 8e TravTos dvSpos" eicpa0eiv
-

<4mXT)v

T e

K a i

4>povT)|a.a Kai yvojpriv, trpiv dv

dpxaiS" Te teal vdpoiaiv evTpi|3T)S" 4>avf).

. . .

Kai pei£ov' ooTis* a v T i Tf)? avTov TfdTpas

<\>i\ov vopi£ei,

-

TOUTOV oi/8apo0 Xeyco.

As the audience has already seen in the prologue to the play, Antigone is doing precisely
what Creon is describing. Since Creon's principles as stated are perfectly legitimate per
se, he is giving a rationale;
position.

he is defending his decree and attacking Antigone's

16

When Antigone meets Creon, she argues that the claims of her own flesh and blood
take precedence (511 ouSev ydp aioxpdv roiis opooTrXdyxvous oe|3eiv ), claims the
-

-

17

support of popular opinion (504f. TOUTOIS" TOUTO Trdoiv dvSdveiv / XeyoiT' av, el \n\
yXuooav eyrcXrjoi cjjdpos" ), and attacks Creon powerfully as a tyrant (506f. dXX' T)
18

Tupavvls- noXXd

T'

d'XX' euSaipovel . /

Ka^ecmv

auTfj

6pdv Xeyeiv 0' a

|5ouXeTai ).
19

Both claim the justification that their actions are based on a priority valued by
15

(From the lectures of 1827.) Hegel 1987 ii p. 665 (1985 iv pp. 557f. in the German edition). Cf.

Norwood 1960 p. 138: "Antigone is only Creon over again with a different equipment of sympathies."
16

C f . 162f., 282-8, 672-6 (and the Chorus' agreement with Creon at 681f.).

1 7

Cf. 45-48, 453-5; at 937-43 she tries to combine a justification of her actions with a burst of
patriotism.
18

C f . 509.

19

C f . 323, 688-91, 705-9, 734-8. Creon again defends his political position at 661-72 to Haimon,

...

arguing that anyone who can run his household well can run a state, thus lending a democratic air to his
office; however, this is bitterly ironic, since his own family end up committing suicide.
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contemporary society: in Creon's case the importance of the security of the polis, in
Antigone's case the importance of kinship. Each claims the authorisation and support of
the city and the gods (Goldhill includes even Haimon in this, observing that all three,
Creon, Antigone and Haimon all make "assertions of the support of the whole city in their
actions" ). Each, moreover, attacks the other on grounds which the audience would
20

consider very powerful. Creon attacks Antigone on the grounds that she is disruptive to
the polis, that she is hybristic; Antigone attacks Creon, on the grounds that he is a tyrant
who is abusing his power. As for the subject of their argument, Polynices, he is in theory
simultaneously §i\os and exQpds" to both Creon and Antigone, being both a relative and a
traitor. But to Creon, as a ruler, Polynices' exQpds" aspect takes precedence, while to
Antigone, as a woman, it is his ^iXcf? aspect. "The tendency towards binary opposition,
always easy in Greek thought and syntax, is especially marked in this polarizing language
of philos and ekhthros" in Antigone.

21

Both sides are in the right (725 eu ydp eipr)Tai

Si-nXa, says the Chorus, referring to the agon between Creon and Haimon). Yet Hegel is
also right to see each position as one-sided: Creon expresses his anger at the rationale
given by Antigone, thus showing his unwillingness to consider any other point of view, at
495f.: pioco ye

U.€VTOI

x^

rav

^ KctKoioi TIS* / dXou<r erreiTa
v

TOUTO

KaXXuveiv

8eXn. Antigone expresses a similar sentiment just three lines later and then explicitly states
both sides' one-sidedness (499-501):

TI

SiJTa ueXXeis";

dpeoTov ouSev, UT|8'

OUTW 8e

Kai

ooi

20

Goldhill 1986 p. 89.

21

Goldhill 1986 p. 93.

TCOV awv Xdytov
dpeoGeiT) TTOT€-

to? eu.oi

Tap.' d(j>av8dvovT'

ecjnj.
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In the following stichomythia (508-25) the immovability—the extremity—of each position
in spite of the other's argument, is evident because of the force of the other's argument.
The juxtaposition of the two arguments emphasises their implacability and absoluteness.
Of course there has been much resistance to Hegel; and many other factors complicate
the play, such as the repression of the female implicit in Creon's political victory over
Antigone, Creon's mistaken attack on the Sentry, the character of Haimon, the oracle
delivered by Teiresias (1064-76), and the possibilities of reading incest into Antigone's
relationship with Polyneices, or a quasi-heroic death-wish into her refusal of Ismene's
support. But the terms in which the purely intellectual side of the conflict is established are
those set out above, in which Creon and Antigone participate, and are seen as acting as the
poles of a dialectical opposition.
It is on the basis of the above textual evidence that Hegel and others have read Creon
and Antigone not primarily as 'characters' so much as immovable ethical forces coming
into conflict. A similar interpretation could well be made of Ag., on the basis of the
material discussed in Chapter One.

2.3.

Coherence of motivations:

overdetermination

There has of course been significant resistance to the 'Hegelian' reading of Antigone.
Whitman, a member of this resistance, cites Reinhardt as "the first to protest against the
existence of any such conceptual antinomy in the play at all." Whitman himself goes too
22

far in the opposite direction, however, when he writes:
22

Reinhardt Sophokles, Frankfurt (1933) pp. 75, 88, 97; cited by Whitman 1951 pp. 84f.
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If any conceptual contrast fits the Antigone, it is the contrast between true and
false authority, between the ideal citizen and the lawless ruler.
23

Although the fact that Creon abuses his power is important in the play, he should not be
seen solely as a total villain; as we have seen, Sophocles is careful to make sure that both
he and Antigone have their principles (flawed though they may be in their execution).
Kitto, aware of this, defends Creon, but still focuses on Creon's personality, thoughts and
feelings rather than on the intellectual opposition:
Creon may be what you like, but he is neither unintelligent nor irresponsible.
He has his own field of action and his own principles; impulse, unwritten
laws, are, he feels, not for him; he cannot move in this ampler region, and he
sincerely feels he has no business to. In his own field he has thought things out
and is confident of himself. .. .True, a native stubbornness is given him, that he
may defend his position to the dramatic end, but it is not from folly or
wilfulness that he originally takes up this position.
24

Heath takes a somewhat different approach. Having already argued against the importance
of any intellectualising element in Tragedy at all, he instead concentrates on dramatic
25

focus.

26

In the first part of the play, Antigone is the centre of sympathetic attention, and

Creon is thus the adversary; but after she is dead, sympathy moves away from her and is
attached to Creon for the rest of the play. He (rightly, I think) sees this as "a genuinely
climactic movement" because of Creon's higher status and his harsher and more intensely
expressed suffering

2 7

But in focusing on the dramatic potential of each character, Heath

ignores the opposition that has been established in the clearest terms between them. Des
Bouvrie even tries to have it both ways without reconciling the different impressions of
23

Whitman 1951 p. 85.

24

Kitto 1961 p. 134.

26

Heath 1987 pp. 90-8. On Ant. see especially pp. 92-5 and 97.

27

Heath 1987 pp. 95.

Cf. my counter-arguments to this position in section 1.2 above.
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character, those imposed by conflict (intellectual) and the personal (emotive) respectively:
Interpretations of Greek tragedy most often centre on human conflicts, either a
struggle within the individual's psyche or a conflict between two individuals.
The focus is upon one or more individuals, through psychology and their
motives for speaking and acting.
28

The focus, it seems, is upon both a conflict and upon the individual at the same time.
Although I do agree with this statement, Des Bouvrie offers no explanation for how this
might be the case.
Goldhill, however, draws on the literary theorist and critic Roland Barthes to provide
the basis for a coherent scheme to describe how the two approaches can be reconciled. He
uses as an example the problem of why Oedipus in Soph. OT does not seem to take any
notice of Teiresias' first revelation of Oedipus' identity, but the approach has a very
29

wide applicability. I shall shortly return to the example used earlier, of Agamemnon's
motivations for stepping onto the tapestries in Ag., using this approach.
Writing on a passage in Balzac's short .story Sarrasine, where one character has just
interrupted another, Barthes theorises:
If we have a realistic view of character, if we believe that Sarrasine has a life
off the page, we will look for motives for this interruption.... If we have a
realistic view of discourse, if we consider the story being told as a mechanism
which must function until the end, we will say that since the law of narrative
decrees that it continue, it was necessary that the word castrato not be spoken.
Now these two views, although derived from different likelihoods and in
principle independent (even opposed), support each other... Sarrasine is
impassioned because the discourse must not end; the discourse can continue
because Sarrasine, impassioned, talks without listening.
30

28

Des Bouvrie 1990 p. 112.

29

Goldhill 1986 pp. 173f.

30

Barthes 1970 p. 178 sub "Character and discourse". It may be observed, for comparison, that

Barthes' own approach to (Greek) Tragedy is very firmly based on intellectualising the drama, as his critique
of a 1950's Paris production of the Oresteia shows (Barthes 1964 p. 63): "Only Marguerite Jamois
[Cassandra] seems to me to approach this art of the evident which should have enveloped the entire tragedy:
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In motivating Sarrasine the 'discourse', as Barthes calls it, is coordinate with the
internalised, psychology-driven, depiction of the character. This idea of the coordination
of motivations is one that has already had a major influence in Homeric studies, though in
somewhat different terms. In regard to Homer it is a theological concept which is used to
describe the relation between the poetically-constructed action of a god and the physical
action of a human to produce a given event. This concept is called double motivation or
overdetermination. I should mention, however, that the use of this word by Homerists is
markedly different from that used in other fields (notably psychology, literary theory,
political studies and history). In these fields, an event is overdetermined if it is the result
of two or more unrelated causes.

31

In Homer, the causes are related in a way that is

perhaps a little difficult to grasp.
The meaning of overdetermination in Homeric theology is explained in Janko's
introduction to his commentary on Books 13-16 of the Iliad, in the section '"Double
motivation' and human responsibility", pp. 3f.
The answer, formulated by Lesky ["Gottliche und menschliche Motivierung im
homerischen Epos", SHAW 1961 Abh. 4; cf. Dodds, The Greeks and the
Irrational 2ff.; Whitman, HHT 248.], lies in the idea of 'double motivation'
or 'overdetermination'; gods and men cause the same actions and impulses
simultaneously, and both can be held responsible. In his 'apology'
Agamemnon...offers full restitution, 'since I suffered ate and Zeus took away
my wits' (19.86ff., 137f.). ... It is a remarkable paradox that nearly every
important event in the Iliad is the doing of a god, and that one can give a clear
account of the poem's entire action with no reference to the gods at all.
32

There is more than one cause or motivation to produce a given result, as in the general
she sees and speaks, she speaks what she sees, there is no more to it than that." The "political context of
the heroic passions," he argues, "governs their entire interpretation."
31

Hawthorn 1992 p. 125.

32

Janko 1992 p. 4.

"
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usage of the word 'overdetermination'; but although the motivations are distinguishable in
terms of their respective origins, they are not separable in terms of how the origins of the
motivation perform the overdetermined action. The ostensibly separate motivators
combine to produce one single action and one visible result. The two (or more) causes
involved are basically just different ways of referring to the same thing. Each motivator is,
in effect, a metaphor for the other: to say, "Athene guided the spear to its target," is
effectively a metaphor for "The warrior threw a good shot" (only effectively a metaphor,
because both statements are in fact literally true). In this example, Athene overdetermines
the action of the warrior. (It could also be said that the warrior overdetermines the action of
Athene; but since the focus in the Iliad is on events in the mortal world, this is a less likely
way of putting it.) In theological terms, overdetermination refers to the immanence of
supernatural action in the natural world;

33

and in philosophical terms, it refers to the

relation of a metaphysical motivation to a physical event, or, more generally, to the relation
between two or more distinct but functionally indistinguishable causes.
This same principle, of the gods overdetermining human actions in Homer, may be
applied in literature to the way the author overdetermines a character's constructed
personality, to produce the character's visible behaviour. The character's externalised
motivations overdetermine the internalised motivations. The motivation for a character's
behaviour can thus be interpreted in either way, either in terms of the character's
externalised or internalised motivation, provided that those two sets of motivations are
This is so not only in Homer, but also in'the Judaeo-Christian tradition. Yahweh, or God,
repeatedly "made Pharaoh stubborn" in Exodus 9.12, 10.20, 10.27, 11.10, 14.8, for example; and in
Christian theology predestination may be considered to overdetermine a decision made by free will, at
Romans 8.291 for example.
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consistent; which they will almost always be in good writing.
Let us now apply this concept to the example used earlier, of Agamemnon submitting to
Clytaemestra and stepping onto the tapestries. Both Fraenkel and Denniston-Page, as we
saw, interpreted the reason for this action of Agamemnon's entirely in terms of internalised
motivations. However, it is surely clear that the emphasis here, the raison d'etre of this
whole scene, is to provide a visible example of Agamemnon's hybris and establish a visible
rationale for his death. The emphasis is thus on an externalised motivation for his action,
namely the author's intent for the scene; it is this motivation that is determined first. Since
there is no reason for supposing that his internalised motivation is not coordinated with this
primary motivation, overdetermining it as it were, it is not necessary for a separate
internalised motivation to be contrived.

The audience is thus free to construe

Agamemnon's internalised motivation, his private reason for submitting, in any way they
like; so long as it is not inconsistent with his external aspect and with his personality as
portrayed elsewhere.
This being the case, both Fraenkel and Denniston-Page are justified in their
interpretations, as far as they go: both interpretations are consistent with the externalised
element of Agamemnon (and with the internal aspect of his character as presented
elsewhere), since both are consistent with the fact that he is here committing an act of
hybris. Both are incorrect, however, to focus on his private motivation as the central
problem in interpreting this scene. The internal aspect of Agamemnon is not irrelevant, for
it must be a human that is committing these actions; but it is the external element that is the
focus of attention. Tra9e1v

TOV e p ^ a v r a , says the Chorus (1564), not T6V

cbpovfjoavTa.
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(Interestingly, Fraenkel and Denniston-Page are in conflict in precisely the same way
that Hegel argues Antigone and Creon are: both are correct, for their views are justified,
but both are wrong because they are one-sided.)
We thus have a coherent scheme in which the requirements of the conflict and of
internal consistency function together. Far from being opposites, the intellectualisation of
the drama and our emotive, intuitive impressions are coordinated as one. One or the other
may have the emphasis at any given moment, depending on the author's intentions, as long
as they are not made to exclude each other. I said earlier that this mode of interpretation has
a wide applicability; not only does the intellectual, the conflict, overdetermine the emotive,
our ctjdpos" and eXeos\ but in a play such as Ag. where characters often seem to be in the
right and in the wrong simultaneously, we may also say that elements which are used to
justify a character or viewpoint likewise overdetermine the condemnation of that same
character or viewpoint. Sometimes even the same attribute may be used to justify and
condemn simultaneously. This is an application which we shall see more of in Chapters
Three and Four.

2.3.1. Inconsistency of motivations: Philoctetes

It has by now been established that it can be misleading to approach Tragedy (or any
literature) solely from the perspective of internal consistency or of externalised significance.
The two go together and depend on one another. Their consistency with each other is what
allows the drama to be at the same time intelligible (externalised, intellectual) and also
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interesting (internalised, emotive). There are further distinctions that may be drawn within
the categories of internal and external, however.
There are various types of externalised factors that can go to define a character, for
example. One such factor is the requirement that the character fulfil a role in a conflict;
then there are the playwright's hidden intentions for the 'message' (if any) that he wishes to
be conveyed. Another is the audience's expectations of the character as based on their prior
familiarity with a story. This last factor, in particular, can present dramatic prossibilities
for a playwright using a praxis drawn from well-known myths. A mythological setting
automatically predisposes the audience towards focusing primarily on externalised aspects
of character: on how a character corresponds to or differs from the received story, and thus
on the dynamics of the play. This teleological focus imposes an aura of Fate on the
proceedings of the play.
In the Iliad, it is hardly too simplistic to regard fate as simply 'what happens',
almost the needs of the tale or of the tradition.... If stress is placed on the
inevitability of an event...then fate is invoked; if the emphasis falls on an
action's power or strangeness, then it tends to be the work of a god.
34

In Ag., as in the Iliad, the gods act as visible enforcers (or overdeterminers) of the plot,
the myth, the externalised aspect of causality, as Janko describes. In everything that
happens, Zeus'will is fulfilled (//. 1.5 Aios" 6' eTeXeieTo |3ouXfj). But there is another,
invisible, enforcer: the author or storyteller.
Compare the historians. Both Herodotus and Thucydides demonstrably work their
material to conform to their interpretation of the whole. They each come up with a
macroscopic schema (the externalised interpretation of the sequence of events described)
Janko 1992 p. 6.

34
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and then make actors and events conform to that schema. In Herodotus' case, he opens his
history by associating isolated mythological events (the rapes of Io, Europe, Medea and
Helen) to produce a connected series of causes for the Persian Wars; in Thucydides' case,
he infamously states his principle of writing speeches for historical figures to conform to
what he thought was appropriate to the occasion.

35

As I suggested, particular externalised determinants of a play's action can actually be
manipulated to produce a dramatic effect. This is particularly evident in Sophocles'

Philoctetes.
In this play there is presented (as often) a dialectical opposition. This opposition is
between the viewpoints of Philoctetes, who refuses to do anything to help the Achaians
(and Odysseus in particular) in the Trojan War, and Odysseus, who will do anything, no
matter how ruthless, to secure the help of Philoctetes. The conflict here, the externalised
determinant of the interaction between the two characters, is closely related to their
internalised motivators: the hostility between them is a very personal one, since it was
Odysseus' idea that Philoctetes should be left behind on the desert island on which he has
remained for the last ten years, nursing his wound. The character of Neoptolemus,
wavering between the two ethical forces which each of them represents, acts as the
battleground in whose mind they fight out the issue.
Now the characters' internalised motivations are very closely associated with the
dynamics of the play; there is full consistency and coordination between them. The
personal hostility of Philoctetes and Odysseus works very well in conjunction with the
35

Hdt. 1.1-4; Thuc. 1.22.1.
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ethical forces they represent (Odysseus' ruthless pragmatism against Philoctetes' resolute
grudge). However, there is a strong inconsistency between (a) the visible dynamics and
personalities in this play (both our externally- and internally-oriented perceptions of what is
taking place) and (b) the plot, as adapted by its hidden motivator, the author. What we can
see is that Philoctetes hates Odysseus and, since he has the power to do so, can and does
refuse to go to Troy; but what we are predisposed to know is that he does go, he must go
anyway. We (the audience) know from our mythology that Philoctetes did go to Troy.
The actual result of the suspense raised by the inconsistency is that Philoctetes is even
more defined as a character when at the very end of the play he submits immediately and
unquestioningly to the command of Herakles to go to Troy. This submission underlines
the resolve in his character by reference to his devotion to Herakles; ironically, his sudden
turn-around emphasises his immovability. It is thus quite possible for motivations to be
inconsistent and still succeed in producing an effective piece of literature, as long as the
intuitive impressions that we form are ultimately resolved by observable facts.
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3. Clytaemestra

The argument of these last two chapters is that the characters who represent the two
poles of the conflict, Clytaemestra and Agamemnon, are dealt with by Aeschylus both in
terms of their emotive value, by which Clytaemestra horrifies us (ctjdpos:) and we feel pity
for Agamemnon (cXeos*); and also in terms of their intellectual positioning within the
conflict, by which Clytaemestra's action is in fact justified under her terms, and
Agamemon's fate is seen as deserved.

In particular, I argue that these seemingly

contradictory elements of each character are actually coordinate: both the emotive and the
intellectual work together to produce the results we see onstage. The intellectual basis for
the characters' actions explains why the events we see have happened; while the emotive
side prepares us for the consequences of those actions.

3.1. The emotional: condemning Clytaemestra

As we saw earlier in section 1.4.2, the audience is predisposed by the received story to
regard Clytaemestra as a villain. This is the intuitive reaction to her as a character; it is the
emotional reaction. Since Aeschylus wishes'to emphasise that her action does have a
logical rationale behind it—that there is reason to her maleficent rhyme—, this intuitive
reaction is not to be emphasised; but it cannot be wholly suppressed, because she must
indeed pay the penalty for Agamemnon's murder in the following play in the trilogy.
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The fact that there is a rationale for her action (namely, to take vengeance for
Iphigeneia's death) only increases the horror of the murder. It turns the world into a world
of nightmare where reason; far from being a bulwark against chaos, actually demands more
suffering. In its hymn to Zeus the Chorus says cryptically, TW -ndQei pdQos (177), a
phrase translated with a different meaning by every translator: "By suffering they shall win
understanding" (Fraenkel), "through (or by means of) the udSog appropriate to any given
udGos-" (also Fraenkel), "experientia malorum erudimur" (Wilamowitz), "by suffering they
shall learn" (Lloyd-Jones), "learning through suffering" (Denniston-Page), "through
suffering, learning!" (Herington), "knowledge is intimately connected with experience"
(Goldhill), "we must suffer, suffer into truth" (Fagles), "man must suffer to be wise"
(Vellacott), "wisdom comes alone through suffering" (Lattimore). Whichever of these
1

the phrase means (if any), the sentiment is applicable to the nightmarish world expressed
through Ag.: reason (the rationality of Clytaemestra's position) demands suffering
(vengeance, chaos, the Curse). For the audience, this means that the play both makes
sense and is also at the same time horrifying. Implacable vengeance (TrdGos*), evoking
(bdpos", goes hand-in-hand with reason (udGos), the element that permits e\eos\
-

Clytaemestra is a villain, as the audience knows from familiar sources such as the Od.;
but Aeschylus, although he takes care to make her as strong a character as possible and
rationalises her position, also makes sure to make her villainy obvious to the audience.
'Fraenkel 1950 i p. 101, also ii p. 106 on 176 (Wilamowitz ibid.), Lloyd-Jones 1970 p. 26,
Denniston-Page 1957 p. 84 on 176f., Herington 1986 p. 121, Goldhill 1984 p. 27, Fagles 1975 p. 109,
Vellacott 1959 p. 48, Lattimore 1953 p. 40. For discussion, see Fraenkel 1950 ii p. 106 on 176, LloydJones 1970 p. 26 on 176, Goldhill 1984 pp. 27f., Fagles 1975 pp. 25f., and especially Denniston-Page
1957 pp. 85f.

As an aside: note how clearly the distinctive characters and concerns of each of the

translators comes through in this phrase!
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Furthermore, her villainy is more than just participation in the murder of her husband: she
is the protagonist of the deed (see section 1.4.2).
To begin with, her frequent presence onstage makes her ominous; indeed her shadow
is cast over the prologue as well (10f., 26, 35-9). The exact times of her entrances and
exits are unclear, and it is not absolutely certain that she leaves at all between her first
entrance and her exit with Agamemnon at 974; but both possibilities, either frequent
entrances and exits, back and forth (as in Taplin), or her constant presence onstage, silent
for most of the time, would exert a strong dramatic influence over the first half of the play,
casting a shadow of foreboding.

2

Her attempts at deception and persuasion at 598-614 (on which see section 1.4.2),
855-974 and 1035-68 are a further sign of her villainy. What need would a faultless hero
have of deception, or of persuasion?
Moreover, in the second of these passages, the deception is coupled with her evil
influence on Agamemnon: she leads him into hybris, corrupting others as well as herself.
Agamemnon brings this to the audience's attention, berating Clytaemestra (918-22):

...pi) yvvaiKog ev TpoTTOig"
dflpwe, pr)8efiapfidpov^WTOS 8IKT|V

epe

1

xapaiTreTes' |3dapa Trpooxavrjs' epoi,

pj]S' eipaai

oTpuKrao'

kttifyQovov

Ttdpov

Ti8ei- . . .

(My emphases; the repetition of the injunctions accentuates Agamemnon's castigation of
Clytaemestra.)
Her strength and authority are curiously ambiguous elements, in that they give her
character both the forcefulness necessary to represent a credible opponent to the hero
2

A full discussion is to be found in Taplin 1977 pp. 288-90, 299-302, and 306f.
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Agamemnon, and yet also an extra element of subversiveness that adds to her horror. The
domination of her husband in this way, and even more of Aegisthus at the end of the
play, signifies the danger presented by this strength and authority. So too does the fact
3

that she is successful in her attempts at persuasion in the first two of the three passages
mentioned above. All her attempts at persuasion throughout the play, of the Chorus, of the
Herald, of both her 'husbands', are successful;

she is always dominant. (The only

exception is her failure to persuade Cassandra in the third of the above passages, 1035-68.
The refusal of Cassandra to give in frees her from Clytaemestra's dominance, so that she
can speak her prophecies with an untainted and un-subordinated authority. But it does not
diminish Clytaemestra's dominance, for it is not necessary for Clytaemestra's purposes
that Cassandra should be intellectually dominated by persuasion; Cassandra is already in
Clytaemestra's power.) ,

;

•

She is intimately connected with the Furies in Cassandra's scene, both by explicit
reference (111 9f. and 1186-93) and by association with the background story of Thyestes
(1085-99, 1117f., 1184-93, 1214-22, 1242-4, 1307-12). The Furies, while technically
agents of Justice, are nevertheless fearsome monsters. The Chorus is 'not cheered' by
their presence (1119f., an understatement indeed), and their song is OVK eixbiovos-

ov

ydp e3 Xeyei (1187). Their appearance in Eum. 34-59 (and presumably also their
costumes in that play) is truly fearsome. By this association too Clytaemestra is made the
more terrifying.
The most graphic depiction of Clytaemestra's villainy is reserved for last. After the
3

She acts, while he does not (1643-6); instead he boasts and is 'womanly'. She directs (not quite

commands) his actions without any argument from him at 1654-61 and 1672f. (the last lines of the play).
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murder of Agamemnon, she enters standing over the bloody corpses of Agamemnon and
Cassandra, Agamemnon's in its bath; she presumably still holds her sword, and the
4

tableau as a whole emerges from the maw of the accursed house on the ekkyklema.

5

The impact of this moment is devastating, and Herington is right to emphasise the dramatic
effect of the corpses' constant presence from 1372 until the end of the play.

6

Even worse is her description of the death of Agamemnon. She accepts responsibility
for the deed (1372-81) and goes on to describe it in detail. Her mention of the

TTXOUTOV

€i\xarog KaicriV (1383) employs the topos of the robe used by a woman to kill her
victim. And she takes a peryerse delight in narrating the murder, blow by blow (13847

7), a delight that becomes overtly sexual and utterly perverse towards the end (1388-92):
OTJTO) TOV avjov 9up6v 6pirydvei TreowV
K&K^vamv 6£eiav aipaTos" acfjayfjv
fktXXei p' epepvf) t\iaK<x8i Qoivias Spdoou,
9
Xaipovoav ovSev f\aaov fj 8IOO8OTW
ydvei oTTOpnTos" <d\vKog ev Xoxeupaoiv.
8

There are few moments in extant Tragedy that can compare with the morbidity of these
lines, until the plays of Seneca.
The weapon may well have been an axe. Fraenkel 1950 iii pp. 806-9, discussing this matter,

4

strangely ignores the parallel of Cho. 889, where Clytaemestra, upon learning of Aegisthus' death at
Orestes' hands, demands: Soin

TI?

dv8poKuf|Ta

neXtKuv <K

TOCOS'.

Garvie 1986 pp. 289f. on 889

denies that this refers to the murder weapon, but Ifindhis arguments unconvincing, although I do recognise
a contradiction between this and Cho. 1011 where the murder-weapon is a ^ o s .
Cf. Taplin 1977 pp. 324ff.

5

Herington 1986 p. 120.

6

7

. . .

The obvious parallels are Medea's use of a robe to kill Creon and his daughter in Euripides, and

Deianeira's accidental murder of Herakles with a robe poisoned with the blood of Nessos. The use of the
motif in the Medea story seems to originate with Euripides (Page 1938 intro. p. xxvi), thus post-dating
Aeschylus, so a reference to her cannot be intended; but the motif in the story of Herakles dates back to
Hesiod (Easterling 1982 intro. pp. 15f., Hesiod Cat. fr. 25.18-25 M-W).
Q

MSS oppcuvei.
9

MSS Sibs

VOTUJ

/ yav el.
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These lines represent the climax of the presentation of Clytaemestra's perversity. After
this she immediately changes tack and turns to her rational, intellectual reasons for
committing the murder (1394-6). The dramatic presentation of her villainy is thus
complete; and so it is to her reasons that we must now turn.

3.2.

T h e intellectual: justifying Clytaemestra

Clytaemestra's rationale for committing the murder, whether it actually justifies the
murder or not, is nevertheless logical and clearly (if passionately) explained. It is an act of
vengeance for the murder of her daughter Iphigeneia, TT)V TeXeiov Ttjs* eu% TrcuSds"
AIKTIV

(1432); her victim, Agamemnon, is a&a Spdoas, a&a udax^v (1527). I should

emphasise that Aeschylus does indeed make an effort, not perhaps exactly to justify
Clytaemestra, but at least to rationalise her action, to make it comprehensible, one with a
genuine basis. This is essential to the depiction of a genuine opposition to Agamemnon in
the play. This statement of Vellacott's, therefore, seems to me misleading:
Aeschylus does not justify his murderess, any more than Euripides justifies his
Medea or Ibsen his Hedda Gabler; but he reiterates the dangerous anomalies
which must occur when, in a social framework giving every freedom to men
and none to women, a passionate and strong-willed wife confronts a weak but
arrogant husband.
10

This statement takes the ultimate victory of patriarchy in the trilogy and emphasises that
element to the exclusion of other concerns. The relative status of the male and female, like
the character/conflict interrelation for which I argue in this study, is a perfectly valid
element of this multi-layered and intricate set of plays; but the theme of the trilogy is
Vellacott 1959 p. 21.

10
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entirely subjective, and largely depends on what the individual spectator happens to 'get out
of the play.
Because of the polar opposition between the two characters and their 'parties', because
each one is to a large extent defined in terms of the other, Clytaemestra's vengeance is to
that same extent justified by the condemnation of Agamemnon (on this opposition see
section 1.4 above). That condemnation takes on a wide variety of forms, as will be
discussed in the next chapter; it is not just to do with the death of Iphigeneia, which is
technically the only logical justification for his death.

However, Agamemnon's

condemnation certainly makes a significant emotive contribution to the intellectual
justification of his death (on which see section 4.2), thus helping intellectually to justify
Clytaemestra. But Clytaemestra's rational justification is emphasised in other ways as
well. Some of this justification continues into Cho., where she is opposed to Orestes.
Aeschylus prepares for the ultimate rationalisation of Clytaemestra's position beginning
in the parodos, where the Chorus gives us the necessary background information regarding
Iphigeneia's death (taking up the entire parodos, 40-257). It is upon this information,
emphasised by its lengthy narration near the beginning of the play, that she will draw when
she comes to defend herself against the Chorus. The information, which reaches its climax
at 224-49, is closely associated with her by being juxtaposed to her first words at 264.
Even more significantly, her first words follow immediately upon an implicit condemnation
of Agamemnon (250-4), which as noted above contributes to the rationalisation of
Clytaemestra's position.
Throughout the next few scenes there is much that concerns Agamemnon; but
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underlying, that Clytaemestra's authority is presented to us vividly (see section 1.4.2
above). This, as already noted, is an ambiguous quality. Just like the references to her
masculine qualities, her strength makes her dangerous (emotive), but also validates her
credibility as an opponent to Agamemnon (intellectual). Also among these episodes there
may be noted her emphasis (858-95) on how difficult it was remaining at home without her
husband (861f.):
TO pev ywairca TrpaiTov dpoevos Sixct
1

fjoGai Sdpois* epfjpov errayXov icarcdv.

This is the same point that she uses in the next play to defend herself against the charge of
adultery made by Orestes (Cho. 919-21):
dXyos" yuvaiffiv dv8pds" e'ipyeoSai,

TIKVOV.

She asks for comprehension (if not forgiveness) there, as here, instead of automatic
condemnation.
The kommos is where she at last states openly her true argument: references to
Iphigeneia are scattered throughout it, especially at 1395-9, 1413-21, 1432, 1521-9,
1535f., and 1555-9. Thefirstof these passages is particularly important, juxtaposed as it
is to the passage where she reaches the climax of her perversity:
ei 6" T)v TTpeTrdvTuJS" WOT' emoTrevSejv veKpt3,
Tdff dv SiKCtms r\v, imepSirCws p.ev ouv . . .
1

The Chorus is atfirstincredulous, and understandably so. She acknowledges this (14036: av 8' cdveiv eiTe pe (jjeyeiv SeXeis , / 6poiov ... rdS
-

(38' exei), and goes on to

complain of the Chorus' (viz. the general populace's) inconsistency in blaming her now,
but not Agamemnon when he killed his daughter (1413-21 ovSkv TOT' dvSpi TUS8'
evavTiov

4>epu)v...). This is the first explicit connection between Iphigeneia's and
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Agamemnon's deaths. Clytaemestra defies the Chorus to stand up to her authoritative
control, to which the Chorus counters by insisting that she is a murderess and must pay the
penalty (1427-30). She emphasises that this is a just act of vengeance (1432 Tfjs*

k\if\g

•naiSbs A£KT)V). In case that is not sufficient, she names Aegisthus as her protector (14347) and goes on to emphasise how Agamemnon had condemned himself anyway (1438-47),
drawing on the antithesis between their positions, as outlined above.
The Chorus' resolve begins to weaken, and thus provides an additional justification to
Clytaemestra's position. It ceases arguing and starts despairing instead; in particular, in a
morbid echo of its hymn at 160-83 it despairingly names Zeus as the origin of this situation
(1485-8):
TI ydp ppoTois" dveu Aids* TeXeiTai;
TI T&VS oi) 9 e d i c p a v T d v

eanv;

It then continues to despair, lamenting for the king.

After another speech from

Clytaemestra, the Chorus sounds almost panicked (TTW, IT to;) at the possibility that she
might actually be justified (1505-12):
cos* uev

dvaiTios

1

el

'

To08e (bdvou, Tig 6 uapTupfjocov;
TTIO,

TTCO;

Clytaemestra speaks again, relentless in her insistence that Agamemnon was just as much
of a monster as she is: a&a Spdods", a£ia Trdoxiov (1527). Now the Chorus does not
know w h o is in the right. (Neither, it is to be expected, does the audience.) The answer,
of course, is that no one is; both are guilty. The Chorus wavers (1530-2):
durixavw (bpovriSos oTepriSei?
-

euTraXdutov uepiuvdv
OTTOl

TpaTTtOUai, TUTVOVTOS*.
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It hesitantly acknowledges the validity of the murder as an act of vengeance, and that it was
fated (1535f.):
Siicrjv ff erf dXXo •npayp.o: 9riydvei j3Xd|3T|S'
Trpds" dXXais

1

9riydvaioi Molpa (my emphases).

Clytaemestra assures it that funeral honours will be carried out for Agamemnon (1551-9),
but included in this assurance there is the addendum, spine-chilling in its sarcasm and cold
bitterness, that he will not be lamented:
dXX' Tcfciyeveid v i v doTraaitos"
6t»ydTT)p, to? XPTJ,
TTaTep' dvndoaoa TTpos* cotajiTopov

-rrdpeeuu' dxewv
Ttepi x^ipa flaXofioa (biXrjaei.

The Chorus admits it is beaten. From this the audience knows that the issue of who is
justified and who is not is ultimately irresolvable (1560-4):
oveiSos f)K€i TOO" dvf dveiSous*Suouaxa

kori Kpivai.

4>ep€i 4>epovT', eKTivei ff 6 icaivtov.

\xi\xv£i

Sk

Tra0eiv

TOV

uiuvovTos

1

ep^avTa-

ev 9pdvto Aids'
9eouiov ydp.

With this, the set of ethical priorities to which Clytaemestra attaches herself is seen as
fully justifiable, even if the extreme to which she has taken it does not appear as laudable.
The nature of those priorities has now been thoroughly explained to us: she sees that the
taking of vengeance for the death of her daughter takes precedence over the taboo against
killing her own husband. Vengeance is indeed a strong motivation; it is the same
motivation which demands that Orestes kill his own mother in the next play. No audiencemember would be able to deny its importance and urgency. Plutarch once asked, "Which.
would be the greater misdeed, to omit the punishment of an enemy...or to slay a
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child... 7"

11

This is the right sort of question to ask. Clytaemestra takes the motivation of

vengeance to an extreme, but it is still a valid motivation in and of itself.
What is most horrifying is that this perfectly respectable,.societally-acceptable value,
namely to avenge one's family-members, should in this case necessarily require the murder
of a husband: not just a violation of the same priority, to do good to one's §i\oi and harm
to one's kx^poi (Agamemnon is simultaneously a (JnAos" and an exQpo's* to
Clytaemestra ), but also a subversion of normal male/female relationships. Clytaemestra
12

herself is terrifying, but it is more terrifying that the act of killing her husband could be
rationally justified. This is symbolised in the play by the co-agency of her and the Curse,
as in the kommos: the nightmare Curse also has the rational explanation that is explained
by Clytaemestra. The reasonable and the horrible are side by side: they are the same thing.
The situation is similar in Cho., though the 'parties' have exchanged sides. This is why
the ultimate resolution of the nightmare in Eum. is so welcome when it comes.
Her alliance with the Curse ultimately seals her own doom. By contributing to the
nightmare, she brings vengeance on her own head as well; in doing what she must, she
too dons a 'yoke of necessity'. On her encouragement to the Chorus to accept the situation
for what it is, in the hope that things will get no worse (1658-61; cf. 1567-76), Fagles
notes:
Now she accepts her union with Aegisthus for what it is, a coupling of
righteousness and degradation. ...She cannot end the suffering, she knows that
she must suffer most.... [But] Clytaemnestra is at last no more conciliatory
than Oedipus or Lear.
13

1

'Piu. Mor. 33c, cited by des Bouvrie 1990 p. 69.

12

C f . Cho. 234, where Orestes refers to Clytaemestra (and Aegisthus!) as

<$>I\TCLTOVS.

Garvie 1986

p. 103 on 234 cites several parallels in that play and elsewhere, including Ag. 1272f. where Cassandra is
speaking of her relatives' disbelief of her prophecies.
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In this she is just like Agamemnon. She is depicted as more of a monster, true; but like
him, she is both justified and unjustified at the same time. The part of her that is rational
works to explain her deed and how it came to pass, and from the perspective of this rational
aspect the Curse is little more than an attribute of her deed; the emotive aspect o f her, the
horror she represents, works to explain why she must suffer for it.

3

Fagles 1975 p. 45.
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4. Agamemnon

Agamemnon can hardly help but be a central figure in the play that is named after him.
H i s death forms the

praxis of the play. He is the only 'hero' in the play. (By this I mean

'hero' i n the Homeric sense, rather than the dramatic sense; a grandiose warrior-figure,
rather than a focus of sympathetic attention.) The spectacular scene of his

nostos forms

the centre-piece to the structure of the play (it is visually spectacular because of the tableau
of the purple tapestries laid out for him to walk on in triumph). In view of all this, it is
quite surprising to realise that he himself has fewer lines even than Cassandra and the
Herald; only the Watchman and Aegisthus have fewer still.

1

The reason for this is that during this stage in the cyclical conflict, Agamemnon is the
passive party; in the next stage Orestes, his successor in the conflict, assumes the active
role and Clytaemestra receives correspondingly less attention. The

effect of this for the

audience is that the perception we form of him, both as a character and as a participant i n
the conflict, is defined by what others say about h i m more than by anything else. H e is
defined by externally imposed characteristics. The impression we have of h i m before the
play begins is an influence as well, just as in the case of Clytaemestra; but that impression
is modified not by his own adherence to or variation from that pre-formed characterisation,
but by how the other characters speak of him and of matters related to him.
This mode of portrayal, defining h i m in terms of externally imposed characteristics,
'Agamemnon' speaks eighty-four lines, including his death-cries, and Aegisthus has sixty-four
according to Fraenkel's line-distribution. The Herald has 126.
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functions naturally in the context of polar oppositions. In such a dialectical opposition the
passive party naturally has its position defined by negatively-stated rather than positivelystated characteristics: if Agamemnon's antithesis Clytaemestra represents one quality, then
he will be polarised to the opposite extreme. Like her he is defined both in emotive and in
intellectual terms, but the emotive and intellectual aspects function the other way round in
his case. We are emotionally, intuitively disposed to regard Clytaemestra as a villain; it is
by intellectual rationalisation that she is defended. On the other hand we are intuitively
disposed to regard her antithesis, Agamemnon, as a paragon of heroic virtue; but
intellectually he is condemned. Also like Clytaemestra, these two sides of the character
explain the events surrounding the character. In Clytaemestra's case, the emotive side
justifies her doom at the hands of Orestes, and the rational side explains why she acts as
she does; in Agamemnon's case, the emotive side explains why he acted as he did (in
killing his daughter) while the rational side prepares his doom at Clytaemestra's hands.

4.1. The emotional: justifying Agamemnon

If Clytaemestra is the villain, as we have seen her to be in Chapter Three, then it is
intuitively natural to polarise Agamemnon to the other extreme, as a hero (in the 'dramatic'
sense). This is another case of defining Agamemnon by externally-imposed characteristics,
but it is the basic opposition from which a description of his role in the conflict must begin:
good/bad, male/female, warrior-hero/villain. He is placed in this position by the aura of
foreboding surrounding Clytaemestra (thus being defined by his opposite) but also by the
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received characterisation of him as a hero in such legends as the Iliad.
Lloyd-Jones observes this side of him, drawing upon how the audience is predisposed
to his character on the basis of received legend:
Aeschylus' Agamemnon is like Homer's, proud, stern, and irascible, but a
good king and a brave soldier. The audience sees that he is being punished
both for his father's hybris and for his own; but as a noble king, a hero, and a
man doomed from birth by his father's crime, he evokes despite his faults a
measure of sympathy which is not extended to his murderers.
2

Fraenkel, too, focuses on this side of him when he discusses how Agamemnon portrays
himself in the scene in which he actually appears:
The king is, at least up till now [915], completely composed, he speaks with the
gracious dignity of a great gentleman. ...
The gentilezza of the utterances of king and queen [93Iff.]
it is not
surprising that an age deaf to the notes of true nobility read into their words
assertiveness, contention, and the scorn of the plebeian. ...
Even in the moment of his defeat [944] Agamemnon appears as the true
gentleman he always is.
In this [940-5], as in everything else, he proves a great gentleman, possessed of
moderation and self-control (the first reaction of Agamemnon to be mentioned
in the play, 186 \xdvriv otmva 4>eywv, is highly significant).
3

Now it may be misleading to apply these comments to the contexts in which Fraenkel
applies them; for example, it is quite possible to disagree with his interpretation of 916
uaicpdv ydp

k^ireivag

as "not at all unkind, let alone irritable." But the heroic image
4

of Agamemnon that underlies these comments is a perfectly valid one, and the application
of that emotive image in a modern critical interpretation does not deserve astonishment. By
virtue of his depiction in Homer as T)pu)s* 'ATpeiS'ns' ebpv icpeiwv 'Ayaueuvuv (II.
Lloyd-Jones 1970 p. 7.

2

Fraenkel 1950 ii p. 414 on 915, p. 425 on 932, p. 429 on 944ff, p. 441.

3

Dennistbn-Page 1957 make a point of offering entirely opposite interpretations of lines commented

4

on thus by Fraenkel. P. 149 on 915ff.: "This does not seem to us a gracious, let alone a cordial, way to
address [Clytaemestra]

the coldness, indeed the hostility, of Agamemnon's demeanour is openly

avowed; . . . " P. 151 on 93 Iff.: "Up to 930 Agamemnon's response is rudely negative."
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1.102), he does possess a substantial grandeur. Heath likewise emphasises 'tragic
dignity' as a characteristic of Tragedy, in particular of Aeschylus' poetry in contrast to
Euripides' more 'democratic' style.

5

This grand view of Agamemnon, extended only to him, being the only warrior in the
play, is validated by dramatic evidence within the play. There is the grandiose scene of his
entrance at 783-809, standing in a chariot and perhaps followed by a sizable train.
Furthermore, a sort of heroic pathos attaches itself to him through his double sorrow. The
first of these sorrows is when he is faced with a terrible dilemma at 184-217, whether to
sacrifice his daughter or face the vengeance of Zeus; it is while narrating this that the
Chorus describes him as pdvuv oviiva
on Calchas in //. 103-15.

6

cjieytov (186), in contrast to his venomous attack

The second sorrow is of course his death in ignominy:

killed by a woman, his own wife no less, while in the bath. Pathos, his suffering,
increases his grandeur as a hero (though both these cases of pathos are undermined by his
guilt and hybris, as seen in the next section).
Grandeur is of course not incompatible with grounds for condemning him. Even in the

Iliad, in spite of receiving epithets such as

KUSIOTOS-

and cjjepTcpos , Agamemnon is
- 7

sometimes arrogant, temperamental, and occasionally almost cowardly. Even Achilles
8

has his faults; and Aeschylus' portrayal of Agamemnon is no exception. But it should not
5

Heath 1987 pp. 33-5.

Fraenkel 1950 ii p. 115 on 186 also cites Hector's reproach of Polydamas at //. 12.230ff.

6

7
o

For example, 1.122 and 281.
For arrogance consider 1.22-32 (his address to Chryses). For intemperance consider his dramatic

mood-shifts within each speech in his quarrel with Achilles in Book 1, such as the contrast between 1.10615 and 116-20. For cowardice consider 14.74-102 (his plan to flee in the ships, criticised in the harshest
terms by Odysseus).
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be forgotten that the man that is being condemned is a hero, a great man. He is first and
foremost a warrior. That is part of why he needs to be condemned so strongly, so as to
counter the more respectable side of him.
His status as a warrior represents both his glory and his doom. It is his glory for
obvious reasons; it is his doom in that it contributes to his motivations for killing
Iphigeneia, for he must kill her to carry out his holy war. Agamemnon's andreia is twoedged, like so many other things in this play (not just Clytaemestra's sword).

4.2. The intellectual: condemning Agamemnon
This section discusses how Agamemnon's death is justified within the play: it is a
penalty for his offences. This should be distinguished from the aim of section 3.2. There I
was concerned with how Clytaemestra's deed was justified, or rather rationalised. The
justification of Agamemnon's death and that of Clytaemestra's action are not the same
thing: he might merit death, but it could never be right for a wife to kill her husband. The
paradox, that he must die but the only person who can take responsibility for carrying out
the sentence must not do so, is one of the many paradoxes in the play.
Agamemnon's guilt has already been discussed in detail by Lloyd-Jones 1962, and
many points contained in this section receive a fuller treatment there. The immediate cause
and the main justification for Agamemnon's death is his sacrifice of his daughter. Like
Clytaemestra's performance of funeral honours for the man she murdered (1545), it is an
a\apiv x«P > in that it is the proper thing to do—x^pz-S"—to carry out the will of the gods,
iV
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but ctxapiv because it is impious in other respects; it is what makes us sympathise with
him, but undermines its own justification by its impiety. This damning deed is first and
foremost among his crimes, and especially important because it is the fact that is also used
to attempt to justify Clytaemestra. It is therefore the most essential piece of background
information to understand the praxis of the play, and as such is given a very full narration
in the parodos. The narrative there, being as complex as it is, raises a number of other
issues too.
The parodos emphasises Agamemnon's position as a warrior even as it describes how
that position leads him to destruction. His and Menelaus'

TIUTJ

is stressed from the outset

(42-4, my emphases):
MeveXaos"

ava£ T)6'

'Ayapeuvuv,

Sidpdvov AidBev K a i SionrjnTpov

rififjs'

CeOyos"

oxupov

'ATpeiSav...

Their kingship is especially emphasised; and alongside that, their TIUTJ and the fact that
they are on a mission from Zeus. Zeus l e v i o s ( 6 1 f ) , Zeus
-

OOTIS

-

TTOV

eoTiv, ...Zeus

who must be obeyed. It is because he cannot abandon the Zeus-sent expedition that
Agamemnon must kill his daughter (212f); for he is a warrior, not a XiTrdvaus", and it is
6eui9 to carry out the sacrifice (217).
eTXa
Surrjp

yeveoSai

yuvaiKOTroivtov
Kai

TrpoTeXeia

&

o3v

8uyaTp6s*,
TroXeutov
vacov

dpuydv

(224-7).

Even as the focus of pathos moves from Agamemnon and his dilemma to Iphigeneia herself
and her death, it is underlined that the chiefs are warriors, in direct contrast to her, a maiden
(229f.).:
Trap'

ouSev al&va Trap8eveiov

<T'>
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eGevTo (JuXoVaxoi PpaPfVs.
-

cj)iXd|jiaxoi is practically 'bloodthirsty'. Warriorhood has lost all its charm and become
mere ruthlessness. This is an aspect of the warrior that we will see repeated in the first two
stasima.
The mere fact of filiacide is, as we can see, not the only charge against Agamemnon.
Already his greatest virtue, that of a warrior, has been corrupted into another crime,
ruthlessness. He is even worse than ruthless, though; he is almost berserk,
8uooe|3f)

TpoTioiav

/ dvayvov

dviepov

TTVCUV

(219f.). I mentioned above that the pathos shifts:

at this point, when he goes mad, taken over by OTT), all sympathy is removed from
Agamemnon, the victim of Calchas' oracle. It instead goes to Iphigeneia, the victim of
Agamemnon. The original victim, Agamemnon, has become the criminal. The transferral
of this pathos condemns him still further.
The question of Agamemnon's responsibility for this situation is one over which much
ink has been wasted;

9

after Lloyd-Jones 1962 pp. 61-3, hopefully not much more

remains to be said on the matter. Could Agamemnon have chosen not to kill Iphigeneia?
The most obvious answer is no: it is necessary (218

dvdyrcas*).

In real life, it might be

possible to choose the other way, but this is drama, and the audience already knows what
will happen. He must pursue Zeus' cause, to avenge Menelaus; and yet in the passage
9

For example, Denniston-Page 1957 introduction pp. xxiii-xxix, Lloyd-Jones 1962 pp. 61-3, Lesky

1966 pp. 16-19; Lesky cites several other critics (Dodds, Kitto, Page, Rivier). The confusion as to how
Agamemnon could possibly have merited having this situation forced upon him seems mostly due to an
unwillingness to suppose that the wills of Artemis and Zeus could be opposed to one another (which they
most definitely are). Denniston-Page 1957 p. xxv: "Artemis is angry, it is said, because the killing of the
hare symbolises the future destruction of.Troy: so it does; but it is the will of Zeus that Troy shall fall."
I see no inconsistency between those two facts. Zeus wills that Troy shall fall, Agamemnon obeys,
Artemis the Trojan partisan resents this and demands vengeance (in advance). Agamemnon thus takes the
consequences of his own actions. Lloyd-Jones 1962 pp. 61-3 presents an argument roughly similar to this.
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where Agamemnon deliberates (206-17), neither Menelaus' nor Zeus' cause is mentioned,
for Agamemnon has already assumed his position as a polar opponent to Artemis' (the
Trojan) 'party'. It is taken for granted that he is an agent of Zeus, and that he must
therefore carry out Zeus' will at all costs.
Some have difficulty with the idea that Agamemnon could be placed in such an unjust
situation (Denniston-Page 1957 and Lloyd-Jones 1962 state this problem most articulately).
This is part of the horror of this trilogy's scenario: one does what one must, and one
suffers for it.

Agamemnon does what he must, though at the same time the

bloodthirstiness necessary to contemplate such a crime condemns him. Clytaemestra does
what she must, and she too is bloodthirsty. Orestes does the same in Cho., and he, being
the last in this chain of criminals, is not portrayed as bloodthirsty; Aeschylus reserves his
virtue to be untainted, so that the chain may end.
The questions of Agamemnon's responsibility and whether he had a choice are in fact
separate issues, for the fact that he acted under duress does not mitigate the repugnance of
the crime. The duress described is responsible for Iphigeneia's death at one level, but at
another level Agamemnon must take ultimate responsibility: the 'yoke of necessity'
overdetermines his own bloodthirstiness.

Externalised necessity overdetermines

Agamemnon's internalised choice, without taking away from him the appearance of
choosing.

10

The matter of whether Agamemnon actually has a choice, or whether the situation is
10

Lesky 1966 comes close to this interpretation: p. 22 "...the close union of necessity imposed by

the gods and the personal decision to act. This union leaves a certain space for the will of the individual but
at the same time limits it." Rather, Necessity and personal choice are not here to be seen as being in
opposition to one another: they are different ways of describing the same thing.
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fair, is thus a moot point. The audience knows in advance, from the received myths, that
these events had happened (even i f Iphigeneia had not been associated with Agamemnon's
death before watching this play, though she probably was; cf. the version used in Pindar
Pyth. 11); and as expected, it happens. If that particular event took up an entire play, we
might be expected to explore the situation more fully, but the (comparatively) concise
account given in the parodos does not encourage us to search very deeply into the ethics of
the situation;

11

moreover, it is a situation that took place ten years ago. The only ethical

point to note is the obvious fact that an opposition is established between Zeus and
Agamemnon on one hand and Artemis and Troy on the other. Agamemnon's alternatives
are not seriously considered or explored either in 207-17 or anywhere else; his wavering is
not true wavering (the vengeance of Zeus

£4viog

is inevitable), but is intended to show us

the pain involved, the magnitude of the crime that is inherent in the fulfilment of (Zeus')
justice.

In fact Agamemnon is only responsible for his choice (inasmuch as that

responsibility is a relevant concern) in the same way that the gods are ueTairioi for his
victory (811). Fagles observes that in the matter of Iphigeneia, "Agamemnon and his gods
are metaitioi, co-responsible";

12

his role as a 'party' representative, as an agent of Zeus

intellectual aspect),.overdetermines his personal 'choice' (his emotive aspect), thus

(his

allowing it to remain a 'choice', condemning h i m even as he is laid under a compulsion.
His justification is Zeus' w i l l , but his condemnation, his aYn, is all his own. Right and
1

'Cf. the choice of Pelasgos in; Aes. Danaidae: he must choose, in a scene that takes place onstage,

between denying shelter to the suppliant Danaids (thus incurring Zeus' wrath) or taking them in and thus
provoking war with Egypt. As Athene does in Eum., he puts the matter to a vote.
12

Fagles 1975 p. 26.
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wrong, side by side; again, as in Clytaemestra's case, they are the same thing.
After the parodos, the Achaian forces (and Agamemnon in particular) are further
condemned by the 'tragic irony' in the words of Clytaemestra and the Herald in the first
and second episodes respectively. In her account of the fall of Troy, Clytaemestra strongly
emphasises the dichotomy between the fortunes of the opposing forces in the war (32137).
o1\xai |3oV apeiicTov ev
o£os

TtdXei

TTperreiv.

T' ctXeidw T' eyxectS" TOUTO) torrei

SixooTaTouvT'

av ov cfjiXios" iTpoaevveTrois- . . .

She goes on to insist cheerfully that provided that the Achaians have done nothing to
offend the gods, they will return home safe and sound. The audience is of course perfectly
aware of the Achaians' impiety in the sack of Troy.

13

Agamemnon's nostos is thus

further condemned by impiety in his capacity as a warrior, again his virtue is corrupted to
doom him. Clytaemestra encourages this interpretation when she reminds the audience of
this new impiety of Agamemnon's (34If.):
epws" Se pfj TIS"

TrpoTepov

epTuiTTri OTpaTw

TTop6eiv a pr) xpT) KepSeaiv vitcwpevous-...

In the second episode the Herald, questioned about the whereabouts of Menelaus, confirms
that the gods have turned utterly against the Achaians (648-80).
£vvwpooav y a p ovTes* extooToi TO Ttpiv
Tr&p Kai

6dXaooa, Kai

TO TROT'

eSei^drriv

4>0eipovTe T O V 8UOTT)VOV 'Apyeiwv OTpaTov.
Their impiety was presumably recorded in great detail in the Iliou Persis.

Among the more

notable acts of impiety are the lesser Ajax's rape of Cassandra in the temple of Athene, and the brutal
murders of Astyanax and Priam (in some versions Neoptolemus beat Priam to death with Astyanax's body).
At Ag. 527 the Herald makes a report of the pu(ioi 5' aiaroi

KO! 6e<3v i8pup.aTa, a line that is, as

Lloyd-Jones 1962 p. 66 says, "most unconvincingly obelized by Fraenkel"; the similarity of Pers. 811 is
hardly a persuasive argument against authenticity, and Ag. 527 is hardly a "mere hint" (Fraenkel 1950 ii p.
267 on 525ff.) of something the audience knows well.
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Trup Kai Qdhaooa also refers metaphorically to the partisan opposition between the gods in
the War, gods who supported the Achaians and the Trojans respectively:

14

all the gods

have combined forces against the impious Achaians.
At the end of the parodos an open condemnation had been made gnomically, though it
was not explicitly applied to Agamemnon (250f.):
AiKa Se TOIS" uev Tra9oGoiv ua0eiv
eiTippeTrei.

The Chorus ominously adds (251-3):
TO

€Trei

yevoiT'

IOOV

8e

ueMov

av KXUOIS"

<&*>

Trpo xaipeTto-

TW T r p o o T e v e i v . . .

These words clearly look forward to the penalty to be paid by Agamemnon for the act that
has just been described, Iphigeneia's murder; as Fraenkel says, "The context leaves no
doubt which deed it is, and which doer, that draws down the suffering."

15

Thefirsttwo

stasima maintain this trend of veiled condemnations of Agamemnon, even as in the
episodes Clytaemestra validates her authority to the Chorus. The references are more
veiled than the above lines, however, referring as they do to Agamemnon's situation by
analogy rather than by a y v6\xr\ as above.
The first stasimon (355-487) is ostensibly on the subject of the vengeance that has been
exacted against Paris for the rape of Helen.

16

Though no explicit analogy is drawn, it is

clear that Agamemnon's situation is parallel. He too has offended the gods (by his
filiacide, if by nothing else) and must pay the penalty; and his doom is brought on him by
14

There may be a very subtle reference here to the battle between the gods Hephaistos (Achaian

supporter, fire) and Xanthos (Trojan supporter, water) in Iliad 21.328-82.
15

Fraenkel 1950 ii p. 142 on 250.

'

Athanassaki 1994 is a recent detailed analysis of many aspects of this stasimon.

16
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a woman, just as Paris' is. The parallel is drawn by means of ambiguity. Earlier, in
section 1.4.1 on §10, some ambiguities were noted; the conclusion there was that Helen,
referred to only by her gender, stands, for Clytaemestra, since both are treacherous
adulteresses, while Agamemnon may be seen in both Paris (both are doomed to divine
vengeance) and Menelaus (they are brothers, and both are cuckolded husbands).
Much of the ambiguity is achieved simply by not naming names; Aeschylus allows the
ambiguous meaning to remain unresolved for protracted passages. In its first stanza the
Chorus refers to Alexandras as the object of the expedition to Troy (363). But in the
second and third stanzas the Chorus speaks only in yvu\xai,

naming none of the

participants in their narrative of the execution of vengeance.
Beovs PPOTWV a&ovoBai ueXeiv
0001$ &01KTIOV

x«P s~
l

TraToi0' 6 & OVK euaeprrsv

Tr«bavTai & eYY° ois"
v

tdTdXuTJTtov ctpnt
TrvedvTtov uel£ov fj Simms... (370-6)

On the surface these words refer to Paris' trampling the bonds of guest-friendship; but the
same words can be applied to Agamemnon's impiety, dishonouring the gods in the sack of
Troy, for the meaning is not resolved into an explicit reference to Paris. The gods, it is
promised, will not overlook Agamemnon's impiety in the sack of Troy. The tension
mounts with the ambiguities, as the meaning is still unresolved without any reference to the
surface referent, Paris (381-4):
ov ydp eonv eTraX^is"
TTXOIJTOU Trpos" Kopov dv8pi
XaKTiaavTi ueyav Afca?
(5(ou.6v ci? d4>dveiav.

Agamemnon is not just impious; his doom is predicted by these words. Another stanza
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continues relentlessly, and by this time Paris, the surface referent, is all but forgotten (3968):
XiTdv [of a guilty man] M dkouei pev owig Qe&v,
TOV 6" eiUOTpOfjJOV TUJV
CJXST'

CLSIKOV

KaOaipei.

This is the doom of the guilty; this is the doom of Agamemnon. It is at this moment, as
the tension reaches its climax, that the ambiguity is broken and the meaning of the stanzas
is suddenly resolved (399-402).
oiog Kai Tldpis eXSwv
kg Sdpov TOV 'ATpeiSdv
"rjox^ve £ev£av

TpdiTe-

£ctv icXoTraioi yuvaiKos (my emphasis).
-

And the applicability of the previous two stanzas resolves into a condemnation of Paris.
By this time, however, the surface meaning has almost been lost; the audience has already
realised that Agamemnon is condemned by these y viopai.
There follows a lament for the faithlessness of Helen; this runs into a complaint of the
evils of war (429ff.), in which much resentment against the Atreidai is expressed (450-8).
There is evidence to suggest a new ambiguity here in the figure of Helen. The war, we are
told, is dXXoTpias" Siai y waned? (448f.), and the resentment is based on this fact; the
unnamed woman in question is Helen. She is thus characterised at this stage by (a) her
faithlessness, and (b) her lack of identity: for she is not named until 687. The vagueness
that this latter point leaves regarding her identity opens up the possibility of a crossreference to an alternative version of the Helen story. The version I refer to is that of
Stesichorus' Palinodes, which are unfortunately not extant, but in which it seems that
Stesichorus recanted the condemnation of her as an adulteress that he had expressed in his
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earlier work the Helen. In the Palinodes, rather than faithlessly running off with Paris, it
is told that she in fact went to Egypt; the Helen that went to Troy and for whom the
Achaians fought (dXXoTpias- 6iai yuvancdsO as only a phantom (eiSwXov). This is the
W

story that is later employed by Euripides in his play Helen. For textual evidence of this
version of the story within the first stasimon, we need look no further than the passage
immediately after Helen's departure (403-11), where the prophets of Menelaus' house
speak of Menelaus' love-sickness thus (415-9):
4>doua 6d£€i Sducov dvdaaciv
euudp(b(ov 6e KoXooatov
ouuctTcov 8 ev dxriviais"
eppei Ttda' 'AcbpoSnn-

The prophets continue in the antistrophe (420-6):

17

6veipdcj)avToi Se TTev9fju.oves'

Trdpcior Sd£ai 4)€pou
aai

ydpiv

-

uaraiav-

udxav ydp, eftY av eo9Xd

TIS*

8OKOUV6'

6pa,

•napaXXd^aoa Sid
Xepwv |3e|3aKev

o>\iis,

TrTepois- oTraSouo'

ov

UTTVOTJ

(teOuorepov
KtkevQois.

The passage is filled with references to images, ghosts, likenesses, visions, and seeming:
(f)dou.a, 8d^€i...Sd|ai...8oKoi)v9', ot|)is\ etc. This stress on illusion, juxtaposed to Helen's
departure, encourages reminiscence of Stesichorus' striking re-writing of the received story
where it is her €i8coXov that leaves. The reminiscence is of course dependent on the version
used in the Palinodes being a familiar one; Euripides' use of the story and Stesichorus fr.
217 Page suggest that it was.
It is not immediately clear to the audience whether the words of the prophets are still being quoted,
or if this is now the Chorus speaking in its own voice again; Athanassaki 1994 argues that this is
deliberately left unresolved.
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...o TC iTTiloixopos" expT]oaT[o Snilyfjpaoiv, TWV T€ dXXIujv TTOI]T|TU]V oi
TrXeioves* rials

dchoplpais* reus TOUTOU- . . .
-

The Palinodes not being extant, it is not familiar to modern readers; it is therefore hardly
surprising that this is not a well-known interpretation.
This connotation of Helen is, I argue, suggested to the audience not with the purpose of
actually using the aSwXov story—it is made clear in the parodos that Zeus does require the
fulfilment of vengeance—, but rather simply to remind the audience of it so as to make the
War seem all the more unjustifiable. The resentment at Agamemnon's fighting aXXorpias"
Siai yvvaiKos is already strong enough; imagine how strong it would be if it turned out
that she were not even a woman, but a ghost. Then indeed there would be a fiapela 6'
aOTWV

(fraTlS OVV KOTO) (456).

Once again, Agamemnon's doom is assured by implication (46If.):
TuJV TTOXUKTOVUV ydp

OUK CCOKOTTOl

8eoi- . . .

One is tempted to add that the gods are also T<3V naiSotnovbiv

OVK

doicoTToi.

The cross-reference to the ei'BwXov story, tainting the holy war fought by
Agamemnon, continues to be evident in the next episode and stasimon, where Helen and
Menelaus still feature strongly. The Herald's long narrative explaining the unknown
whereabouts of Menelaus (617-80), apart from the rather banal effect of confirming the
gods' intent to punish the Achaians, more importantly attracts our attention to where
Menelaus has actually gone according to the received story. In the Od., he went to Egypt
after being blown off course (4.35Iff.); but according to the eiSwXov story, he found the
real Helen there (as in Eur. Helen, set in Egypt). The inconclusiveness of the Herald's
report on Menelaus encourages us to think of his fate and to recall this, further emphasising
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the impression that the War was wasted effort and hardship; the hardship suffered by the
army while fighting has already been stressed by the Herald (553-74). The moment the
Herald leaves, hoping that Menelaus may return home safely, the Chorus launches into a
vicious attack on Helen the destroyer (689

eXevaus"

eXavSpos-

kXivroXig), which

occupies the whole second stasimon (681-781). The audience, thinking of the alternative
version, is inclined to be more favourably disposed to her.
At the end of this stasimon Agamemnon is once again implicitly condemned, this time
for u|5pis" (750-81). The surface meaning refers to Paris' fateful deed which spawned ruin
for his house; the subtext speaks of Agamemnon's vfipig which brings ruin on his, though
perhaps Atreus is alluded to as well. The vfopis consists of all the wrongs that Agamemnon
has committed: killing his daughter, impiety in the sack of Troy, and carrying on a
protracted war that earned the enmity both of his people and of the gods (for being
TfoXuKTovog-).

As Herington says,

By the moment of Agamemnon's triumphal entrance into the theater at line 782,
he appears about as guilty as a man could be—guilty as a commander and guilty
as a father and husband.
18

One may add that he is also guilty as a king, criticised in the first stasimon for abandoning
his people.
Agamemnon enters, and his guilt does not prevent him from appearing a grand figure
indeed; they are by no means incompatible. It is a common thing for heroic dignity and
guilt to coincide, since both involve a measure of excess. Reminding us of this, the
Chorus spends seventeen lines (782-98) considering how to address him
UTJ6' UTrepdpas"
18

utiff

Herington 1986 p. 113.

imoKaunas*

.
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icaipdv xap^TOS".

Itfinishesby stressing its continued loyalty to him, in spite of the general resentment they
say they felt for his pursuit of the War (799-809).
This scene is the onlyfirst-handinformation we get about Agamemnon, and so it has
the potential to overturn the impression of guilt that we have already formed. And indeed
Agamemnon begins piously. His first nineteen lines (810-28) are spent revering the gods;
for, he says, it is only right (811 UKT\ TrpooeiTrciv). Calling the gods p e T a m o u s (811) is
-

not arrogance; it is a statement of plain fact. At one level it is true to say that Agamemnon
conquered Troy, and equally true at another to say that the gods fulfilled their plan. The
gods overdetermined—or peTa-determined, if you will—Agamemnon's victory. Fraenkel
comes the closest to this idea of parallel agency in his assessment of peTai-rious .
1

19

Agamemnon goes on to acknowledge the Chorus' desire to avoid hybris (829-44); he
shares the same desire, he says, and admires the absence of envy in their words.
Agamemnon in person may not be precisely a sympathetic character (his violent words
about the capture of Troy at 824-8 hardly encourage sympathy) but here, at least, he
appears to have his priorities right.
Now the formal structure of the agon begins (the 'carpet scene'): two long speeches
by Clytaemestra and Agamemnon followed by a brief but lively stichomythia.
Clytaemestra's speech, as noted earlier in section 1.4.1 on §17, begins ambiguously,
referring to her adultery (855-63) beneath the surface meaning of emphasising her loyalty
to her husband (855-902). In this loyalty, she lies, there is no deceit (886 cm SdXov
19

Fraenkel 1950 ii pp. 371-4 on 811. In spite of Denniston-Page 1957 p. 149 on 810f., it is hardly

'singular' for a hero not to attribute the primary responsibility of an action to a god, as Fraenkel's citations
show (especially Eur. Her. 11341).
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cbepei). The true'issue of the agon becomes clear at 906ff., namely that of whether or not
Agamemnon should process into his palace walking on the tapestries she has laid out for
him. He argues against this suggestion on three.grounds, (a) that it would be womanly
(918 yvvaiKos kv TpoTrois"), (b) that the idea is fit only for a barbarian (919 Papflctpou
(^COTO? 6IK.T|V),

and (c) it would be an act of hybris (921 €TU(b0ovov Tfdpov, picking up on

Clytaemestra's assurance at 904: fyQovos 6' diTeoTw). It is on this last point that he
spends the remainder of his speech, expounding on its extravagance and wastefulness and
picking up on the Chorus's implicit condemnation at the end of the second stasimon of the
action fie is about to take (750-62 and 776-81). In all this he remains consistently
restrained and pious.
It is in the brief stichomythic argument that follows (931-43) that he surrenders, and
commits the act which his words have emphasised is one of hybris. Denniston-Page are
quite right to point out that "His change of mind is most unexpectedly rapid"; even
Agamemnon's staunchest defender, Fraenkel, refers to "Clytemnestra's dialectical
fencing."

20

Why does Agamemnon give in? In an agon, it is natural to lookfirstfor the

logical argument that convinces him. But Clytaemestra's 'argument' is, quite simply, not
logical. It is irrelevant that Agamemnon might have made a vow to do this very thing; the
fact is, he did not. Failing that, the next recourse is to "draw our inferences from the
general picture of his personality." This is not much better. Leaving aside the notion of
21

supposed hidden motives or priorities, we require a clear sign of the hybris that would lead
him to commit this action. But as we have seen, throughout this scene from his very first
Denniston-Page 1957 p. 151 on 93Iff.; Fraenkel 1950 ii p. 423 on 93If.

20

21

Fraenkel 1950 ii p. 441.
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words at 810 up to the beginning of the stichomythia, Agamemnon has consistently
expressed the most pious and moderate of priorities and opinions. The effect of this has
been to counter with first-hand evidence the impression of impiety given by the reports of
him before his entrance. It is his surrender to Clytaemestra that makes him hybristic.
In Chapter Two, I used this problem as an example to demonstrate the dichotomy
between different types of motivations for characters' actions. Goldhill's answer,

22

which is the correct one, is that there is no clear distinction made between Agamemnon
qua person (internalised motivation) and Agamemnon qua creature of Aeschylus
(externalised motivation).
.. .it is surely clear that the emphasis here, the raison d'etre of this whole scene,
is to provide a visible example of Agamemnon's hybris and establish a visible
rationale for his death. The emphasis is thus on an externalised motivation for
his action; it is this motivation that is determined first. Since there is no reason
for supposing that his internalised motivation is not coordinated with this
primary motivation, overdetermining it as it were, it is not necessary for a
separate internalised motivation to be contrived. The audience is thus free to
construe Agamemnon's internalised motivation, his private reason for
submitting, in any way they like; so long as it is not inconsistent with his
external aspect and with his personality as portrayed elsewhere.
23

The rapidity of Agamemnon's change of mind, and also the difficult language of the
stichomythia, do not encourage us to look very closely for hidden motivations. I imagine
that a first-time spectator of this play would be startled by Agamemnon's suddenness
(though it has been obvious ever since the tapestries were spread out for him that he would
end up walking on them), and might perhaps wonder why he did give in. But I very much
doubt that this spectator would wonder for very long, there being other matters to attend to;
22

Goldhill 1986 pp. 173f.

23

Quoted from section 2.3 above.
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namely, the consequences of Agamemnon's surrender.
Agamemnon leaves and we do not see him alive again. After this, the focus shifts
entirely to Clytaemestra. Even when she returns to the death of Iphigeneia in her kommos
the point is not to condemn Agamemnon (he is lying dead at her feet, anyway) so much as
to justify herself;

and the frequent allusions to the Curse do not draw attention to

Agamemnon's inherited guilt so much as to the co-agency of the Curse with Clytaemestra.
The one exception to this shift is in the resentment expressed against Agamemnon by
Clytaemestra on account of his liaison with Cassandra; this charge could not have been laid
earlier because, for the sake of an 'Aeschylean silence', no verbal attention must be paid to
Cassandra until the beginning of her scene, when Clytaemestra returns (1035-68). The
charge of the resentment he has earned becomes clear at 1438-43, when Clytaemestra
bitterly refers to her, abusing Agamemnon as the XpuoriiSuv ueiXiyua

TC5V

UTT' ' I X I W .

On the other hand, it is not absolutely certain that a liaison with a captive would constitute a
serious charge against Agamemnon; such things may have seemed perfectly normal to
Aeschylus' audience. If not, then the bitter reference to Cassandra at 1438-43 might
instead indicate an intolerance in Clytaemestra beyond that which would be warranted in the
eyes of an Athenian audience. It is not possible to tell for sure.
The condemnation of Agamemnon throughout the first half of the play has fulfilled
admirably its task of preparing us for his death. We have been presented with several
factors which doom him. First, there was his slaughter of Iphigeneia (his failure as a
father; the most important point, and same one that is used to defend Clytaemestra); then,
successively, his impiety in the sack of Troy (failure as a commander) and his provocation
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of public ill-will (failure as a king). Along the way, the subtle reminiscences of the story of
Helen's ci'SwXov have further weakened the argument that the Trojan War was a just one.
Finally, we are presented withfirst-handevidence of a pious man's guilt, a visible example
of hybris, to let us know that hybris can co-exist with dignity.
Agamemnon's dignity and andreia help explain his past fault, thefiliacide(though as
in Clytaemestra's case, that does not take away his responsibility for it); and his
condemnation prepares us for the doom that is to come. He is thus simultaneously
a character of light and shade. This conclusion is confirmed by a comparison of
Aeschylus' Agamemnon with that of Homer; the two are remarkably alike.
Homer's Agamemnon is not, on the whole, an agreeable character.
.. .But.. .defects cannot blind the reader to his magnificent heroic qualities.
24

The good and the bad co-exist; so do the emotive and the intellectual. Admittedly, it is not
possible to draw so clear a distinction between the two as it was in Clytaemestra's case; the
reasons for which he is condemned are all highly emotive ones. But they are societal
norms: these values are adopted in the play as axiomatic and absolute. It is thus possible
to base a rational argument upon them. A coherent emotional and intellectual framework is
thus constructed into which Agamemnon fits. He is justified even as we are prepared for
his end.

Lloyd-Jones 1962 p. 67. In the Iliad it seems to be Agamemnon's majesty which is his greatest
virtue, rather than heroism. He receives only a brief aristeia (11.15-46 and 92-283), at the end of which he
is wounded and spends more than half of the Iliad out of action.
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Conclusion
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—Plato Apology of Socrates 22a-b.

In the introduction I referred to the multivalence of many aspects of Ag. as a factor
which thoroughly bewilders attempts to pin the play down. I doubt that Aeschylus himself
would have much success if he tried; so many elements of the play, seemingly opposed
but actually overdeterministically related, seem specifically intended to make the world of
Ag. one of chaos. "It is what Eliot calls 'the backward half-look / Over the shoulder
towards the primitive terror.'" It is anything but "fixed in a formulated phrase" (as Eliot
1

also said).
What I have attempted is perhaps not to clarify the bewilderment and resolve the
ambiguities so much as to indicate where some of the ambiguities lie, and where some clear
distinctions do not lie. The key to an intellectual articulation of these unclear distinctions
and to the frequent presence of the just and the doomed in each other's company, and how
they function, seems to lie in the concept of overdetermination. Any element, such as
Agamemnon's slaying of his daughter, may have more than one value. On one hand it
condemns Agamemnon; on another it is the result of his particular set of priorities as a
'Fagles 1975 p. 51.
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warrior. In addition to these, it is also a punishment sent on Agamemnon by Artemis. It
also rationalises Clytaemestra's action. The justification of Clytaemestra overdetermines
the condemnation of Agamemnon;

the punishment by Artemis overdetermines

Agamemnon's andreia.
The effect of this process, which is by its nature not immediately observable to the
audience, is to create not a sharp image of how the conflict works but rather a set of
impressions, gradually built up into an impressionistic structure. This structure is what the
audience perceives. It is indeed impressionistic, like those exceptionally multivalent lines
in the parodos spoken by Calchas, 150-5. It is naturally bewildering to an uninvolved
critical eye trying to dissect the dialectical structure of the play; but to the audience,
impressions are all that are needed or desired.
The nature of the conflict expressed in Ag. has here been thoroughly discussed, with
an examination of how it is portrayed by means of oppositions between two 'parties',
which are in turn established as opponents by various contrasting factors.

Minor

characters, such as Cassandra or Aegisthus, contribute to the polarisation of the conflict in
other ways. All the characters have their roles in portraying the conflict, while also
maintaining individual identities in the minds of the audience, allowing the evocation of
pathos and horror. This co-existence of the intellectual and emotive aspects of the
characters is also employed by Aeschylus to simultaneously rationalise and condemn the
main participants in the conflict, Agamemnon and Clytaemestra. Clytaemestra is
condemned by societal norms but explained (not excused) by her motivation of vengeance,
another value normalised by Athenian society; Agamemnon is approved by societal norms
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but condemned by his failures as a father, as a leader, as a king, and as a husband.
Furthermore, I argue, some of these elements are expressed by articulate argument, but the
ambiguities in the play also reveal them through the language of allusion. The audience
would thus be able to assimilate this large range of elements by means of a cumulative set
of impressions.
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